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ABSTRACT

The nesting ecology of
Hanson Lake

Common

Loons (Gavia innerl was studied

on

in northern Saskatchewan" The irregular shoreline and numer-

ous islands on Hanson Lake divided the lake into natural- territories
which were occupied at the

commencement

of spring breakup.

Egg-laying in the population was synchronous, particularly
seasonsr ând peaked 4 to 9 days from the onset. All first

in l-ate

clutches con-

tained two eggs, unless laying was interrupted; occasionally only one
was produced ín late renesting attempts. The incubation period was

egg

26

days" Although laying spanned 40 days, 58* of young which fledged originated from clutches laid during the first

10 daysn It was advantageous to

nest earlyr as fluctuating water levels often flooded late nests. Replacernent cLutches made a small- but important contribution to annual- production"

Nest-site selection influenced nesting success. Predators and
natural wave action were the rnain causes of cLutch failure.

Nest-sites

on islands or concealed by vegetation were preferred as a means of reducing egg depredation. Shores sheltered by adjacent land masses were

selected, a mechanism which minimized wave action at the nest.

Hatching within clutches was asynchronous, with a mean hatching in-

terval of. I7.3 hr" Egg I always hatched first,

and the first

chick

always maintained an advantage in weight and vigor over its younger

sibling"

Most chick mortarity occurred in the first

2 weeks, and

688

survived to fl-edging. Survival of second-hatched chicks was signifi-

11

cantly lower than al-I other chicks; this factor¡ and certain parental
behaviors, suggested that Chick II is expendible" Young were abandoned

at 10 to 13 weeks of

age"

Foraging efficiency may regulate

availability

Common

Loon populations" The

of food may limit survival to fledging"

Inferior foraging

skill-s may result in heavy juvenile and sub-adul-t mortality on wintering
areas

e

Based on the breeding habits of the Common Loon, its sensitivity

to

recreational- and commercial- use of waterways was assessed" Although
northern populations appear healthy, they are vulnerabLe to the effects

of waterborne toxic chemicals. Fluctuating water fevels during nesting
coul-d severely reduce annual- production, and turbidity

can render habitat

unsuitable for visual foraging" Most outdoor recreation is compatibl-e
with loon populations, except for intensive boating during incubation"
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INTRODUCTION

Four species of foons, which comprise the holarctic family Gaviidae
(A.O.U. check-físt 1957), breed extensively in North America. Although

primarily maritime in winter and during migration, loons breed exclusiveIy on inland fresh waters. In North America, the

Common

Loon (Gavia

immer/ has the most widespread and southerly breeding distribution,

is traditionally

and

regarded as a bird of the northern wilderness.

Although the Arctic Loon (G. arctica) and the Red-throated Loon lG.

stel-l-ata/ breed sympatrically with G. immer across

much

of their range,

well-defined habitat differences result in ecological separation (Davis
1972). Breeding ranges of the

Corunon

(G. adansii\ are largely allopatric,

Loon and the Yel-low-billed Loon

although more records are required

to delimit their respective ranges in areas of possible sympatry (Godfrey
1966). Mayr and Short (1970) revoked specific status from G. adamsji
to its morphological similarity

In North America, the

due

and contiguous allopatry with G. immer.

Common

Loon winters off coasts between latitudes

25o and 600, with a small population wintering inland on the Great Lakes

(Palmer L962). It breeds throughout most of Canada (Fig. 1A). fts breed-

ing range coincides closely with the wide belt of Northern Coniferous
Forest' and extends peripherally north into the Taiga-Tundra transition
zone and southward into the ¡nixed woodlands of the Great Lakes, Maritimes
and Pacific coastal regions (Fis. 1B). The breeding range covers all of

the Precambrian shield, except Keewatin (Fis. lA) where the regular
occurrence of neither G. immer nor adamsii has been substantiated.

Figure 1.

Distribution of the

Common

Loon in North America,

A, breeding and winter ranges (after Godfrey
Pal-mer L962);

19661

B. extent of the Boreal Forest (after

Bartholomew L974, Canada Dept. E.M,R" Lg74) and pre-

cambrian Shield (after A,A.P.G. and U.S"c.S. I96j,

!{illiams L958).
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Considering the prominence and trophic position of the

Common Loon

in the Boreal Forest cornmunity, it has been surprisingly Iittle

studied

and much of its biology is poorly understood. Olson and Marshall (1952)

provided the first

comprehensive review of Common Loon reproductive biol-

ogy based on studies in Minnesota. Local declines in populations, the
widespread use of toxic chemicals, and the questionabl-e tolerance of loons

to increasing recreational use of lakes have generated recent concern for
the species. This concern provided the impetus for several studies of
Common

Loon biology.

Barr (L973) examined the feeding ecology of

Loons in southeastern Ontario.

Common

In Minnesota, Mclntyre (1975) assessed its

adaptability to man-induced habitat deterioration.

The Canadian !,lild]ife

Service has undertaken toxicologicaf studies on the species in the Great
Lakes Region (J. Barr, pers. comm.).

Although Boreal- Forest Lakes, particularly

the oligotrophic lakes of

the Precambrian Shield, are the-breeding habitat for most of the
loon popuLation in North America, detailed studies of

Common

Common

Loon biology

have been conducted only along the southern periphery of its range. The

objectives of this study were to evaluate the reproductive potential of
Common

a

Loon population in its primary habitat, to determine the factors

which influence breeding success under natural conditions, and to provide

a framework for the future

management

of loon populations.

ÏI.

Hanson Lake was sel-ected

I4ETHODS

for this study because the population

was 1arge, the lake was accessible yet commercially undeveloped, and

al-l- areas of the lake were navigable by boat under most weather

conditions. Data were collected during the

summers

of 1973, 1974

and

L975t following preliminary studies ín L972. Each year field studies
commenced

during spring breakup of lake ice and terminated in l-ate

August or early September. The study area was travelled in a boat
equipped wíth outboard motor.

Commencing

in

May 1973, water

levels of the lake were monitored

from

a stake placed permanently in the water; fluctuations v/ere measured in

relation to a zero reference point
logical data for

marked below

the surface. Meteoro-

Hanson Lake were obtained from

the Flin Flon Airport,

80 km to the east (Canada D.

Terms have been defined

they first appear. The

or loons; the family
all other species

of T.,

1963

in the text

Common

to

1975)

.

and have been underlined where

Loon has often been referred

name has always been used where

was

intended.

to as loon

reference to any or

Taxonomic nomenclature

for

mammals,

birds,

fishes and flora follows Banfield (1974), Godfrey (1966), Scott and Crossman (1973), and Moss (1966), respectively.

Elementary statistical

procedures outlined by Soka1 and Rohlf (1969)

5

and Steel- and Torrie (1960) were followed.

Analyses of directional data

followed methods given by Batschelet (1965) .

Statistical

significance

was accepted at a probability of 0.05, and non-signifícance has been

denoted

1.

NS.

ARRIVAL AND TERRITORY OCCUPATTON

imposed on boat travel by ice, spring arrival

Within the linitations

of loons was monitored in 1973 and I974. A portion of Hanson Lake (Bertrum
Bay) was censused daily in 1973 fror¡ breakup until the population stabiL-

ized at the onset of nesting. This was repeated at three-day intervals
on Bertrum Bay in L914.

The

tions of

limits of territories
Common

individuarly

Loons

marked

(both members

prior to

were deLermined by charting
and during the nesting

of three pairs

and one member

quent

visits

possible¡

until departure to determine whether territories

was

of a sunmer.

visited weekly throughout the summer.

were made as

territories

Ten adults

of four addítional pairs)

were occupied by the same individuals over the course

territory

period.

observa-

with coloured patagial markers during June, Lg75l

were observed repeatedly

Each

all

were

individual breeding cyctes dictated.

More

fre-

Where

visited daily during egg-laying and early

brood-

rearing, at six hour intervals during hatching, and every three to four
days during incubation.

2.

POPULATTON SURVEYS

All adult loons observed duríng the nesting period were accorded
status based on their reproductive activities.

a

A pair was assigned breeding

status only when a clutch or brood was observed.

In the absence of con-

clusive evidence of breeding, non-breeding status was given only to pairs
which showed neither attachment to shorel-ine areas during the nesting

period on all visits to the territory,

nor agitation or wariness to the

observer when shoreline vegetation $ras searched. Pairs which

showed

shoreline attachment and agitation were classed as probable-breedinq.
Those behaving ambiguously or observed infrequently were classed as qn-

determined. Single adults !{ere presumed non-breeding and were cl-assed

as

unmated.

3.

THE NEST.SITE AND EGG LAYTNG

An attempt was made to locate and map each nest during or prior to

laying.

Nests were visited daily during laying and hatchingu and each

nest was visited at least every 5 days during incubation. Records
taken from each nest included topographic features, nest dimensions,
percent composition of nest materials, substrate supporting the nest,

distance to water from leading edge of nest, the presence and density of
both aquatic and terrestrial

vegetation (with supporting photographs),

and a chronological 1og of visits.

Eggs were marked with

a

grease pencilr and weights and dimensions were recorded. First
second eggs were marked "I" and "fI"

and

where the laying sequence was known, and

"4" and "B" where the seguence was unknown. These designations were also

applied to the young which hatched"

Two crude estimates

of vegetation cover vlere made at each nest.

These estimates assessed the visibility

of .the nest from the van-

tage point of a predator" Vertical cover was the estimated proportion

(1 rogl of the nest obscured from the view of an observer standing
directly over the nest. The percentage of Lateral cover was estimated
(1 fOg) from looking outward from the nest.

Common

Loons are known to replace failed clutches.

teere eggs from the first

Initial

clutches

J-aying cycle of a specific femal_e in a given

year which were deposited in the first

nest in which raying occurred.

Replacement cLutches were eggs from any additional laying cycles or those

deposited in any addiÈional nest.

In the event a partial cl-utch was lost

during cycle I and laying proceeded uninterrupted at the
resulting clutch was considered an initial

clutch"

same

nest, the

However where laying

did not continue at the normal interval, or where the laying cycre proceeded at another nest, all subsequent clutches were considered replace-

ments. Thus while the failure of at least one cycle r egg (two in

most

cases) was a prerequisite for replacement, it was possible for a replacement clutch to contain only cycle f eggs.

taying times for individual- e99sr based on daily visits,

$/ere esti-

mated (i fZ nr) to ber the mid-point between successive visits during
which a particular egg appeared. Estirnates of hatch times were also

derived by daily visits,

but were based on published descriptions of the

hatching seguence (Beebe l-9O? | Rand 1954) and on two instances in which

I
Hanson Lake young were hatched

in captivity.

rn this way it

was

possible

to narrow down hatch time ¡1 3 hours¡ to one of 4 quarters of the day,
and estimates of incubation period carried confidence limits of t 15
hours

"

Care was taken to minimize the effect of the investigator at the

nest-site.

Nests were approached slowly by boat from a conspicuous

position, which allowed incubating birds to leave the nest secretively.
Nests were not visited when rough water threatened flooding, nor
gulJ-s or corvids were observed in the vicinity

when

of the nest. Surrounding

areas were scanned for aerial scavengers before approaching the nests.

4" FAîES OF EGGS

Fates of eggs were determined by inspecting the nest site and, if
necessary, adjacent areas" Where shetl fragments were found, eggs were
recorded as either hatched or depredated (following Girard f939) " Where
shell fragments were not found, fate was recorded as disappeared although

predators were probably responsible in many cases. Where possibÌe, the
work of mammalian and avian predators was separated (based on Rearden

" Flooded or wave-damaged nests were recorded as washed out, and
recovery of eggs from the water often confirmed this. Washout by boats

1951)

was distinguished from natural washout by the condition of the nest

structure

"

R

BROOD REARING

Care was taken to avoid unnecessary handling or disruption of broods.

In 1975' the young from l-3 two'chick broods of known hatching
were marked to determine survival.

sequence

Testor's airplane dope was applied

thinly to the tips of the down on the back and crovrn. Chick I
marked with white; chick rr was marked with pale yellow.

was

some marked

young were recaptured and marked again once marks became faint at about

two weeks of age"

To determine the age at which chicks disappeared, broods \,¡ere surveyed daily until they were four days old, at three day intervaLs until
two weeks old, and thereafter at least once a week. The time of mortality
was calculated to the nearest day as the midpoint between the last ob-

servation of a chick and its first

apparent absence from a brood" As the

presence of young can at times be overlooked, the disappearance of chicks
was confirmed by noting the absence of a chick on three successive sur-

veys.

6"

FLEDGING AND DEPARTURE

Field studies usually ended before most young had fledged or adults
departed from the territories.

In 1974, surveys of Hanson Lake continued

until- 3 October, to observe the break-up of family units.

10

ITI.

Hanson Lake
Saskatchewan

THE STUDY AREA

(Fig.1) is situated at the northern extremity of the

River drainage basin in east-central Saskatchewan (Iat.

54o

43N, long. 1020 49'w), approximately 80 km west of Flin Flon, Manitoba.
The lake is }ocated centrally in the Boreal Forest and lies within the

southern reaches of the Precambrian Shield (FiS. 1).

Hanson Lake has a

surface area of 4 l-23 ha, of which islands form 276 ha.

Hanscn Lake

is oligotrophic with depths over

30

m.

The lake is

a complex network of bays, channels and islands (FiS. 2). Of 22I islands,
86 percent (190) are smaller than 1.0 ha and 49 percent (109) are

smaller than 0.1 ha; in addition, islets l-0
Although shorel-ine development

m2

is high (Drr as defined by Hutchinson

L957), shores are not conducive to littoral

productivity.

is rock which drops abruptly, thus providing
1.

or less are numerous.

onJ-y

a

narrov¿

Most shoreline

littoral-

zone.

BREAKUP

The arrival of

Common Loons

in spring coincides closely with

break-up of ice on the lakes on which they breed (McIntyre 1975,
L945t Olson and Marshall 1952).
on which the first

Initial

t.he

Munro

breakup is defined as the

day

large scale shifting and disintegration of ice cover

occurred; ice-off is defined

as

the first

the breakup period extends from initial

day on which no ice remained;

breakup until ice-off.

11

Figure 2.

Map

of Hanson Lake showing islands and shorel-ine

topography.

rozo'4gt
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54 43

K

llometers
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The dates of these events at Hanson Lake are summarized in Tab1e 1.

The

chronology and pattern of breakup showed annual consistency, with a maximum

of eight days variation between any two years during this study. In

relation Eo L9'74, 1975 was an early year and 1973 was a l-ate year.

)

WATER LEVELS

On Hanson

Lake, seasonal and annual fluctuations in water l-evels were

very small¡ which was a favourable environment for loons which nest in
cl-ose proximity to water. Water l-evels were remarkably consi,stent both

within and between years (Fig. 3). The

maximum

fluctuation during this

study was 22.5 crn, which was smaLl in relation to surrounding lakes which
may

fluctuate more than 200 cm within a season (Sawchyn L967).

The stability

of Hanson Lake is attributed to its relative isolation

from a major waterway; it is a headwater lake with a local drainage
area of 208 km2 (Sawchyn Lg67). The lake is fed mainly by the

Bad

Carrot River, a stream which receives only meltwater and muskeg drainage
and which stagnates by mid-sunmer. The lake is drained through marsny
l-owland areas and through a narrow outlet which forms the headwater of

the Hanson River.

Each year breakup on Hanson Lake was followed by a two week period

of gradual stabilization to a level 14 to 16 cm above the zero reference
point (FiS. 3).

Precipitation caused an abrupt rise in water levels

summer commencing

late June to mid-Ju1y, but the

maximum increase

each

of initiaL

Date

of ice-off

breakup

22
May

7 days

15 May

from 1973 to 1975.

May

18

May

7 days

1I

Chronology of breakup of Hanson Lake, Saskatchewan

Breakup period

Date

TABLE T.

May

13

May

5 days

8

ts
(,

L4

Figure 3, seasonal fructuations in water levels on Hanson Lake,
saskatchewan. water levels are shown

in relation to

a constant reference point, zero (Rp:O).
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3.

VEGETATION

1974)

"

The dominant forest cover surrounding Hanson Lake is White Spruce

(Picea gTauca)i interspersed are i¡fhite Birch (BetuJa papgriferal
stands of aspen (PopuJus trenuloides).

and

Low-Iying areas and islands

support stands of Black Spruce (Picea mariana), and Jackpine (pinus

banksiana/ dominate a recent burn along the northeast shore of

Hanson

Lake. Most of the shoreline is rocky and well-drained with shallow soil
development; marshy regions are few. Emergents, largely phtagmites
communis

or Scirpus sp., occur infrequently and in sparse stands.

Sub-

mergent vegetation occurs in several sheltered shallow regions.

4.

\TERTEBRATES

The Comrnon Loon was the most abundant non-passerine bird species on

the study area. with the exception of predators and prey species,
vertebrates interact regularly with

Common

few

Loons. Potential- interactions

and their importance have been assessed here.

i.

Food Supplv

The

diet of the

Com¡non

Loon consists almost

exclusively of fish

(olson and Marshall L952, Palmer L962). Barr (1973) found the loon

opportunistic in prey selection, exploiting species in relation to their
abundance and ease

of capture. Fish taken as prey normally

ranged from
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I to 20 cm fork-length (Barr f973).
At least 12 species of fish inhabit Hanson Lake (Sawchyn 1967).
Fish biomass in Hanson Lake (op. cit.)

compared favourably

in other Saskatchewan shield lakes (Johnson

L967

with that found

, Rawson 1960, Ryder

1965). Barr (1973) considered percids and ccregonids to be most important
in the diet of the loon. Together these two groups constituted more than
half the standing crop of fish in Hanson Lake and the majority were within
the size crasses available for exploitation by loons (sawchyn L967).

An assessment of the adequacy of food supply for supporting the loon

population on Hanson Lake was beyond the scope of this study.

However

food supply was not thought a limiting resource. As seen above, princi-

pal components in the diet were abundant. Furthermore the lake has

been

fished commerciarly in the past (sawchyn Lg67). Theoretically, conmercial fishing should augment fish biomass available to loons. Removal of
larger (older) age classes through commercial fisheries stimulates fish
production (Healey !975, Miller

1956) and l-eads to proliferation

increased biomass in the smaller, younger age classes (christie

and

1968,

Healey 1975, Nickolsky 1962). rt is these younger size (age) classes
which loons exploit (Barr 1973). Once commerciat fisheries have stimu-

lated fish production, sustained cropping by loons would serve to maintain fish production and delay reversion to the older more stable
distribution.

age

I7

ii.

Competition for

lvlany

Food

vertebrates which inhabit the lake environment are piscivorous

and thus potentially compete for food with

Common

Loons. Four larids

(Larus argentatus, L. deLawarensis, L. phiTadeJphja and Sterna hirundo)
and two merganser s (I,lergus merganser and 14. serzator )
Lake commonly, but tþsy

f

requented Hanson

forage rnainly on cyprinids and other smaller

fish which are not normally taken by loons. Mink (MusteJa visonl, otter
(Lutra canadensis), osprey (pandion haLiaetus/, Bard Eagle (HaJiaeetus
Teucocephalus) and the T'dhite Pelican (PeLecanus ergthrorhgnchos) Lake

fish within the size range taken by loons; although these species
were observed regularty on Hanson Lake, their numbers were probably

too 1ow to have a significant competitive influence.

Predatory fish,

mainly Walleye (Stizostedion vitreurnl and Northern Pike lEsox Tucius),
formed more than 252 of fish biomass in the take (sawchyn Lg67)r and
were undoubtedly the loon's major natural competitors for food.

iii.

Competition for Space and Nesting Sites

Other than the

Common

Loon, no bird

Hanson Lake regíon occupies

species which breeds in the

large areas of open water as territories;

loons were never excluded from Hanson Lake through interspecific

petition for territory.

thus

com-

The loon has been reported to be intol-erant and

aggressive towards other aquatic bird species within its territory

(Munro 1939' Vüitherby et al. 1940). Loons and waterfowl (which were

not abundant on Hanaon Lake) have marked differences in habitat requirements (Sow1s 1955),

I8

The Common Loon typically

nests on island shorelines (Olson

Marshall 1952'), unlike other species inhabiting the

and

l_ake.

Thus loons encounter no competition for nesting sites.

The closest ccm-

petitors for nest sites were pairs of Herring Gulls which nested on the
tops of srnall islands and, while never using actuaL sites avaílable to

]oons' they potentially deterred loons from nesting on certain islands.

iv.

Predators

Adult

common Loons

were virtually

predator-free on Hanson Lake.

Potential contact with mammalian predators existed only when on land
during incubation and briefly during copulation. These activities

were

confined mainly to small islands which were generally not inhabited by
mammalian

predators. AlLhough mink were abundant both on the mainland

¿¡1¿

isl-ands, they would be incapable of taking adult loons under most circum-

stances.

Arnong

the local avian predators, only the Bald Eagle is

known

to feed opportunistically on diving birds (Munro 1938, Murie l94o).
The only documented account of a Bald Eagle taking a gaviid involved an

unhealthy Arctic Loon (see Hatrer r974). During this study unsuccess-

ful- attempts on adult loons by BaId Eagles were observed Lwice,

Mink, Herring Gulls and

common

Ravens (corvus corax) were

common

potential predators of eggs and newly hatched young. on occasion adult
loons were observed successfully defending uncovered cl-utches against
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both ravens and gulls.

Northern Pike are known to take the young 6f

aquatic birds (Solman L945).

v.

fnteractions with

Man

Frequent reference has been made to conflict between loons and comm-

ercial- fishing interests, but Barr (L973) found that the economic impact
of the Loon was trivial"
cial nets (Bartonek

L965

However loons

| Parmelee et

al-

are frequently drowned in
.

1967

commer^

) and setlines (Anthony Ig2I) .

Commercial fishing on Hanson Lake has been largely discontinued.

During the present study the lake was fished for two weeks in June, Igjyl
and two adult loons drowned in nets.

Although accessible by road, there has been little

recreational de-

velopment on Hanson Lake. The number of boats seldom exceeded 15 at any

one time. A primitive outfitting

camp

offers 10 smal-I boat.s for hire,

but they were generally inadeguate for travel other than in the shelter
of Bertrum Bay. Local- people occasionally visited the lake for
angling.

weekend
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TV" THE

1.

BREEDTNG CYCLE

SPRTNG ARRIVAL

Spring arrival of

Common

Loons at Hanson l-ake commenced early in

relation to the seasonal phenology. lvlost territories

were established

before ice had completely disappeared.

AIl birds arrived on Hanson Lake in adult breeding plumage (as described by Palmer l-962). Subadufts have been reported as far north
Cold Lake, Alberta (K. Vermeer' pers. comm.)' but normally remain

as

on

wintering grounds (McIntyre Jg75). No subadults were observed on Hanson
Lake.

L.

Pair Formation

Most authors

report that

l-oons

arrive paired (Sjolander

and

Agren 1972, Yeates 1950). In Minnesota' Mclntyre (1975) found 50 to
708 arrived unpaired and remained unpaired up

to two weeks'

and that

the proportion of unpaired arrivals was lowest in phenologically late
years.

Although it was seldom possible at Hanson Lake to establish precisely

the times at which particular birds arrived, daily surveys of Bertrum
provided this information to within 24 hours. Considering 1973 and

jointly,

and

1974

deriving territorial limits in retrospect, 17 territories

which were included

in surveys on the day of initial

Bay

breakup contained

2T

loons at that time. Sixteen of these observations wereof pairs and one

of a single bird.

Similarly, one day following initial

occupied territories

contained paired birds.

breakup, 24 of

was

25

Excluding individual-s which

remained single during summer, al-l secured mates within four days of

Most birds, including those presumed transients on areas

arrival.

uLtimately not parts of territories,

were paired when observed on

arrival. It. was evident that pairing took place prior to arrival on the
territory"

ii.

Chronologv

Common

Loons arrived as soon as there was open water sufficient

permit take-off and landing. Each year loons arrived first
mouth of the Bad Carrot River,

to

at the

an area which opened one to two

weeks

before ice receded from l-akeshores. In 1973 this location opened late in

April and a pair of loons arrived on 1 May (F. Garrett, pers.

comm.).

A pair was observed there each day until ice-off at which time surveys
were discontinued. A second pair htas not observed that year until

a

smalt bay, which opened on the evening of l-1 May' was occupied on 12 ftay.
Subseguently, newly opened patches of water were oceupied immediately by

1oons. Areas which were to become territories
when

stil1 largely ice-covered.

Mass

arrival occurred within hours of the first disintegration of

ice cover. For example, initial breakup in

of

contained pairs of loons

15 May, and an evening survey

area encompassing 10

1973 commenced on the morning

of Bertrum Bay revealed 25 birds on an

territories (Fig, 4A). At that time loons l{ere

22

Figure 4' Pattern of spring arrival by
Bay in 1973. The distribution

comrnon rJoons

on Bertrum

of birds on the area

surveyed is shown on A. May 15 (day of initial_ breakup),
and B. May l-8. Areas shown as territories

were deter-

mined in retrospectÊ Inset shows area surveyed"
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present on 7 areas which ultimately became territoriesi

many

additional

birds occupied open water non-territory areas and were presumably transients enroute elsewhere or awaiting icebound territories

to open (Fis.

" During breakup, pairs were observed frequently at the edge of icepacks covering unopened areas of the lake, apparently awaiting access to
4A)

territories.

On

a survey of this area three days later. no transients

were observed and the 10 territories

were each occupied by one pair of

Ioons (Fig. 48).

In l9T3rBertrum Bay became ice-free on 18 May. Although
ice still

remained on much of the lake, the distribution

of birds on Ber-

trum Bay closely resembled that established for the duration of the
breeding season. Twenty-one of 23 territories

were occupied by pairs and

two v¡ere vacant; five transients were observed. Birds thought to

be

transient were seldom observed once ice had entirely disappeared.

In summary, most birds were paired on arrival¡ and their arrival
coincided precisely with the breakup of ice" A stabl-e territorial

ture was established as soon as birds arrived (esÈablished first
those areas which opened first).

The exact co-ordination

strucon

between

arrival and breakup reguired that the birds be nearby prior to breakup, probably staging on open rivers adjacent to the study areao Although spring
aggregations of

Cominon

Loons have not been reported at this latitude,

they have been observed at Centervitle Lake, Minnesota, where 200 to

300

¿4

loons staged but did not breed (Olson and Marshall 1952). Prior to
breakup of inland breeding habitat, Arctic and Red-throated Loons aggre-

gate on nearby coastal waters (Davis I9l2).

Such aggregations would

permit the co-ordination of arrival with breakup, and would permit pair
formation to occur prior to arrival,

as observed.

Arrival at Hanson Lake was more precise than that reported at southern
latitudes.

In British Columbia, where breakup occurred some three

vreeks

earlier, arrival was earlier in relation to date but later in
relation to breakup (Munro 1945). In Minnesota arrival-s peaked three to
eight days following breakup and continued for two weeks (Ivlclntyre
whereas at Hanson Lake arrival- peaked the first

1975)

,

day and ended within four

days; pairing was also accelerated at Hanson Lake. lncreased precision in
pre-breeding chronology has been well documented as a function of latitude
(Barry L962, Sealy 1975).

2.

THE TERRITORY

Territories were established immediately following arrival in spring,
some

probably by pairs which hel-d them the preceding year. The distri-

bution of territories
the next (Appendix I).

and their boundaries varied little
Common

from one year to

Loons maintain a Type A breeding territory

(Hinde 1956) within which all activities

associaLed with summer resi-

dence normally occur. Their Lerritory consists largely of lake surface

area and is defended from the open water. By defending areas of water

territories,

as

other individuals are not permitted access to shorel-ine with-

in or adjacent to the territory¡

and consequently nest-sites are de-

25

fended indirectly.

Small bays, channel-s and areas surrounding one to

eight islands were occupied as territories.

Boundaries usually coincided

with conspicuous topographical features of the l-ake such as

mainl-and

points and islands (Appendix I).

Territorial

behaviour and intraspecific aggression in the

Common

Loon have been described by Rummel and Goetzinger (1975). Vocalizations

are the primary means used in defense of territory,
been ascribed to males (op. cit. ) .

and this role has

The "Yodel-t', the territorial

call- ex-

clusive to males, vras given nost frequently in response to conspecifics
flying over the territory,

but also in response to a neighbour,s "yode1"

or spontaneously. The freguency of "yodels", and hence territorial

agg-

ressiveness' peaked during the prenesting period and declined steadily

after nesting began. By mid-August "choruses" which were audible most of
the night in spring

became

brief and infreguent. Throughout the

summer

daily peaks in calling coincided with peak fIight activity at dusk,
pattern which continued throughout the
Territorial
ing arrival,

a

summer.

distribution on the lake was established rapidly folIow-

and remained unchanged until fa11 departure commenced. Wing-

tagged birds always remaíned on the same territory,

thus territories

were

occupied by the same individuals throughout a season. During the pre-

nesting and nesting periods, territories

were at no time left unoccupied,

and both adults were usually present" Broods r{rere reared entirely within

the territory,

in the presence of one or both adults"

Although unpaired adul-ts moved through undefended areas

on

26

Minnesota lakes (Olson and Marshall 1952), singles on Hanson Lake app-

eared to hoLd territories

activities

Like paired adults; singles restricted their

to specific areas during the nesting period. once the nest-

ing effort ended in early Ju1y, single birds and pairs which lacked
young often left

their territories

daily to aggregate for several hours

on undefended areas of open water. This occurred with increasing frequency toward the time of fall

departure, but pairs remained intact

birds always returned to territories

before nightfal-l.

and

The mid-summer

aggregations of adults reported by Nero (L972), Rand (1948) and Wade and
I{ade (1963) illustrate

to territories

3.

this behaviour. The

movement

of birds returning

coincided with evening peaks in cal1ing.

POPULATION STZE AND STRUCTURE

The Comrnon Loon population on Hanson Lake was large and apparently

stable over three years (Appendix I).

Each year an average of 200 adults

(or one bird per l-9 ha of lake surface), maintained territories
(Table 2).

on the lake

The density of birds was greater by more than six times that

found in other studies in Ontario (Barr, pers. comm.), British Columbia

1945), and Minnesota (Mclntyre 1975, Olson 1951).

Ho\n¡ever

(Munro

this was not

an unusually high density, but characteristic of that found on other lakes

adjacent the study area (G. Anweiler and K. Yonge, unpubl..).

The density was due

to three factors. Most importantly, the many

isfands provided both an abundance of preferred locations for nesting

(Mcfntyre L977), and points about which territories are usually centered
(Munro L945). Although not a territoriaÌ

requirement

in the strict

Status of adult

I oefined in methods.

Total birds

Unmated birds

Paired birds

193

1

L92

4

Non-breeding pairs

5

74

204

0

204

T2

4

81

r97

Numbers

Loons on Hanson Lake.

13

Common

Undetermined pairs

ProbabLe-breeding pairs

Breeding pairs

Table 2.

200

4

L96

?

7

0

84

"2

100"0

0.8

99

5.4

10.7

3,0

80"r

Mean Percent
u1a

{N
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sense' islands no doubt enhance the potential of an area as a territory.
Secondly, the irregular configuration of the mainland shore divided the

lake into numerous pockets and bays, thus providing territories
were naturally wel-I delimited and probably defended easily.

although accessible by road, Hanson Lake had l-ittle

which

Thirdly,

recreational- or

commercial pressure, conditions to which loons show limited tolerance

(McIntyre 1975)

"

The population consisted almost entirely of paired birds (Table 2).
Unmated

adults occupied only 5 of 301 territories

on Hanson Lake from

1973 to 1975. There were many fewer single adults in the Hanson Lake

population lhan reported in populations in ontario (J. Barr, pers.

comm.)

and Minnesota (Mclntyre 1975t Olson and Marshall 1952). Barr (f973)

col-lected paired and unmated adult

Common

Loons and found that unmated

birds were smarler, and possibly younger. The apparent absence of unmated birds on Hanson Lake suggests they filter

out of migratory popula-

tions ear1y, and few reach northern breeding areas. on lakes such
Hanson on which

itories

among

as

loon populations are large, intense competition for terr-

pairs may also deter unmated individuals.

Each year about 803

of the population were known to nest

2). Although non-breeding pairs formed 18? of olson's
only five percent of the Hanson

(Table

(1951) population,

Lake popuLation could be confidently

classed as non-breeding. Eleven percent of the population were of undetermined status and three percent were of probable-breeding status (Table 2).
As most of these probably nested unsuccessfully, breeding pairs formed more

than 908 of the population on Hanson Lake"
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NEST-SITE VEGETATION AND NEST COMPOSITION

Common

Loon nests varied from crude depressions to elaborate mats of

vegetation. Although nests were often surrounded by water, they were al-r$¡ays

constructed on a firm substrate. No floating or semifloating nests

were observed.

Nest buil-ding was seldom complete prior to laying.

first

Usually, the

egg \¡/as deposited in a crude nest cup, and the remaining nest mat-

erials were added during early incubation.

Materiaf was rarely added to

the completed nest unl-ess it was threatened by rising water or

\,¡ave

action.

Cover from Emergent Vegetation

Nests were seldom in the cover of emergent vegetation. Sixty-one

percent were devoid of emergent cover within one meter (FiS. 5); 23 per-

cent were located near sparse Carex sp. and unidentified grasses
which grew intermittently

along most shorelines. Four genera of larger

emergents were found on the lake, but only 16 percent of the ne8ts were near

or

among them

The

(FiS. 5).

fact that few nests were in the cover of

emergent vegetation re-

flected in part its sparse distribution on the lake, but in part a preference for nest-sites which lacked emergent. cover. Although emergent
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Figure

5"

Dominant emergent vegetation

at

Common Loon

nests

"

Stippled portions show proportion of nests in which
dominant vegetation formed the primary nest material"
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vegetation was available on most territories,

nests were seldom placed

there. Nests located wíthin emergent vegetation were usually placed peripheral to the main growth and with unobstructed visibility
oPen

water. Unobstructed visibility

toward

from the nest-site was considered

nesting requirement by Munro (1945). A preference for emergent cover

a

has

been suggested in l-oon populations studied south of the Shield (HenCerson

1924, Olson and Marshall 1952), but emergent growth in those habitats
was widespread and wel-l developed. Even in those more productive southern

habitats where most shorelines support emergent cover unprotected nests
were not conmon, Sharp and Richardson (L976) found a negative correl-ation
between the presence of emergent vegetation and the distribution

of loons

near shorelines.

ii.

Substrates Under Nests

Nests were always placed on solid substrates (Fí9. 6), Fifty-nine

percent were on banks of moss, the most
herb layer.

of the shoreline

Grassy banks were also common substrates. Those used less

frequently included leaf-litter,

iii.

common component

pebbles, rock, deadfalf and c1ay.

Nest Composition

Nests are usually constructed from materials gathered unselectively

from the immediate vicinity

shall

of the nest (McIntyre !975, Ofson and Mar-

1952). This was evident at

many

nests on Hanson Lake where ground

vegetation within one hal-f meter of the cLutch had been scraped into the
nest.
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Figure 6,

Substrates under
show occurrence

Common Loon

nests, Stippled portions

of substrates as primary nest material.
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Selectivity in nest composition was evaluated by noting whether the
primarv material corresponded to either the dorninant emergent vegetation
(where present) or the substrate on which the nest had been placed. Nest

materials incl-uded the range of vegetation types availabl-e (Table 3).
Chunks

of moss pulled from the vicinity of the nest were found in ?5? of

nests and formed about 4l? (by volume) of a1l materials used.
Moss chunks compacted well and provided the most rigid and permanent nest

structures.
components

leaf litter
(Table 3).

Carex sp. and unidentified aguatic grasses were al-so major

of nests (Table 3).

Twigs were identified in 232 of nests

in 138, but contributed little

to the overall-

voLume

and

of nests

Apparently these components were sel-ected inadvertently

during nest buil-ding. Larger emergents and detrital

vegetation from the

lake bottom were added to several nests in negligible amounts.
Twenty-eight percent of nests consisted of litt1e
cup in the soil substrate of the bank with littLe

Where emergent vegetation v/as

more than a depressed

or no vegetation

added.

available it was invariabl-y included

in the nest structure, but was incorporated as the primary material in
only 30?. The type of emergent available Ì¡¡as a factor in whether it was
used. At 40 nests where carex sp. and aquatic Arasses
formed the primary material

in only 338 (Fis. 5).

wer.e

available, these

However, where phrag-

mites sp. was available (n = 10), it was the primary materiaL in

(Fig. 5). Nests of Phragnites occurred
washed ashore and had been rearranged

where sheaves

of

708

dead stems

to form the burk of the nest.

Therefore the use oL Phragnjtes involved no selective accumulation by the
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Table 3"

Ma

Composition of 173

Common

Loon Nests.

Percent ., Percent $z
occurrence- Volume'

ter i al-

Moss chunks

75

4L

Carex spp. and unidentified aquatic grasses

73

20

Twigs

40

2

Leaf litter

23

4

Detrital vegetation from lake bottom

T2

3

Phragmites sp.

9

3

Scirpus sp.

9

I

Typha sp.

2

Soil substrate (little
Other

I Percent of nests.
¿

Al1 nests pooled.

vegetation

added)

48
2

trace
ttr

trace
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birds.

No other large emergents formed the primary material of any nests,

and generally the use of emergent vegetation in nest building was avoided.

Vthere nests were placed on

vegetative substrates, those substrates

were usually the primary nest material also (Fis. 6).

where nests were

placed on soil or rocky substrates, vegetation was gathered to form the

nest structure.

The majority of nests were built on vegetative substra-

tes and consequently the substrates underlying nests usually formed the
primary nest material"

iv.

Clutch Concealment

olson and Marshal-l (1952) found

Common

Loons selected nest-sites

concealed from visually hunting predators by Lerrestrial

rather

aquatic vegetation. Similarly nests on Hanson Lake were within

Lhan

small-

openings in dense shoreline foliage so that the nest was concealed but
movements

of a bird vrere not hindered.

Vertical
in the

same

and

lateral cover estimates at

each nest usually

fell with-

percent class as both estimates measured mainly the density

of the overhanging terrestrial shrub layer. Only about 308 of nests had
208 cover or less (Fis. 7), and for the most part these ]acked cover
entirely. Most nests were obscured by some (21-100?) covering vegetation
(FiS. '7). Long (1970) found that even a sparse growth of foliage provided
sufficient cover to
through disruption

reduce detection

of

duck nests by

of the outline of the clutch;

way somewhat protected and

half

708

visual predators

of loon nests were in this

were concealed aLmost

entirely by vegetation
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Figure 7. Vegetation cover at 173

Common

Loon nests.
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(Fis. 7\,

Apparent.ly this was not due to a preference by the loons,

but because nost shorel-ines were densely foriaged. Generarly foliage on Hanson Lake shorelines was either well developed and overhanging
water or absent within one to two metres of the rakeshore.

5.

NEST PLACEMENT

Lack (1968) viewed island nesting by birds as an adaptation to reduce clutch loss to mainland-inhabiting mammalian predators.

Common

Loons' which nest mainly on islands (84? of nests on Hanson Lake), il1us-

trate this adaptation well.

Loons lay large eggs which are both conspic-

uous and attractive to predators. The nest itself

ture due to its size.

is a conspicuous struc-

The size and awkwardness of the adul-t on Land al-so

serves to draw attention to the nest. As young were produced on several

territories

which lacked islands (Henderson 7924, McÏntyre 1975, olson

and Marshall 1952, present study), the presence of an island is not an

essential component of a territory.
the suitability

Common

However, islands undoubtedly enhance

of an area for occupation as a territory

by 1oons.

Loons usually nest so that the rim of the nest is in contact

with water and as a result their nests are vulnerable to wave action.

On

larger lakes, such as Hanson Lake, the potential for nest washout is high
as large \,vaves arise from winds which cross unsheltered expanses of water.
Since the surfaces of such lakes are seldom calm, the choice of a well
shel-tered nest-site is an important. prerequisite to nesting success in this

bird.
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Theoretically there are at least three ways in which the potential
for clutch failure due to washout could be reduced through the process of
selecting a nest-site:

1) displacement, where the nest is plac-

ed upshore, further from water; 2) positioning, whereby nests are pro-

tected from wave action by irregularities

in local shoreline topography;

and, 3) directional orientation, where nests are placed on those shores
least exposed to wind and wave action.

Natural selection could favor

any

or a combination of such mechanisms. The importance of each was examined.

t_.

Displacement From Water

At 177 nests the distance between water and the leading edge of the
nest was 1.5

m

or Less, r22 0f these (698) were within 0.3 m (Fis. B).

Two nests were on

steeply inc]ined shores and were 2.2 and 4.0 m from

water. About half the nests (50?) touched water, whether placed

on

shore or directly in the water. Those located in the water either touched the shoreline behind the nest or were entirely surrounded by water.

Nests surrounded by water did not float, but were supported by submerged

solid substrates such as logs, gravel bars or, most frequently, mats of
aquatic' vegetation.

Within the narror\t range of nest-to-water distances, the distribution

of nests

was

heavily crustered in those classes close to water.

distribution (FiS. 8)

suggested no tendency

The

for displacement, but rather

a preference to minimize the nest-to-h/ater distance. As a1l- instances of

clutch faiLure due to

washout occurred

at nests less than 0.3 m from

water (232 of nests within this range), and as no washout occurred at
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Figure 8. Distance to water from leading edge of

common Loon

nests" shaded portions represent proportions of nests
in each category which were washed out during incubation
(¡ = 2B)"
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nests beyond this range (Fig.
washout could virtually

8)

, it was apparent that clutch l-oss from

have been eliminated by selection favouring pairs

which nested beyond this limit.

That this has not occurred suggests that

protection of the clutch through nest displacement has been an impractical avenue for natural selection.
one meter would be sufficient

Atthough nest displacement of fess than

to avoid washout, it may be that a resulting

minirnal increase in adutt activity

at the nest may in fact make the nest

more conspicuous to predators, and negate the benefits of reduced clutch

loss to waves.
ii.

Positioning

Features

of nest-site microhabitat provided

some

clutches with pro-

tection from wave action (Fig. 9¡. Other studies have shown that

l-oons

often nest in bays or other concavities of shores which reduce direct
exposure

of nests to

In this study the

waves (Mcrntyre 1975, orson and Marshal-r rg52)

importance

of

.

such positioning was assessed by noting

the presence of shoreline features which protected the nest from
wave

action. Bays, points, reefs, and rocks protruding from waters

among

protective features which sheltered

some

were

nests on the study area.

Although the nests of several grebes (Podicipedidae) derive protection
from emergent vegetation (simmons 1974, Nuechterlein 1975), emergents
were

of litt1e

consequence

to loons on Hanson Lake.

Since most nests received no protection through positioning (Fig. 9)'

ir

appeared

that shoreline irregularities

were

not important criteria

in the selection of nest sites. Only 26 percent of nests were in

4T

Figure

9"

Features of the shoreline which provided protection
from wave action at
Shaded

Common

Loon nest-sites (n = 179)

portions represent proportions of nests in

category which were washed out during incubation.
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bays, with fewer yet in the shelter of reefs, points and rocks
1ni9.: O¡. Although almost half the nests had

some

protective features, the 17E rate of washout at protected nests was the
same as

at unprotected nests (x2 = 0.14, NS).

Protective features were egually

common

at nests 0.3

m

or farther

from water (nests not vulnerable to wave action) as at those within the

vulnerable range (X2 = 0.51, NS).

When

only nests within the range vul-

nerable to washout rdere considered, waves destroyed equal proportions of
nests with and without protective features (X2 = 0.03, NS). Overall it
appeared that clutches derived little

shoreline irregularitiesr

ii.i.

protection against washout from

and nc preference was shown for protected sites.

Directional- Orientatior¡

Direction has been noted as a factor which infl-uenced nest-site selection in l-oons. In Finland, where winds prevail from the south, Lehtonen
(1970) found 90? of Arctic Loons nesting on sheltered northern shores of

islands.

In Minnesota,

Common

Loon nests were concentrated on northwes-

tern shores of lakes due to wind-induced vegetational differences

(Mc-

Intyre L975).

Nests on Hanson Lake were classified (ín 8 categories) according to

the direction faced by the shore on which the nest was situated.

(FiS. I0A),

ference was evident when all nests were considered collectively

nor were nests positioned in relation to
Spearman's

mean wind

No pre-

patterns (FiS. 108).

coefficient of rank correlation (0.14 in

1973

t
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Figure 10.

Directional orientation of nests on Hanson
in 1973 and L974 ín relation to wind. A.

Lake

numbers

of nests per direction, and B. amount of wind per
direction (percent of total mileage).

I

f\¡

973
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showecl independence between

eight wirrd directicns and corresponding direc-

tions of nest placement. Wind direction alone was not a factor governing
nest placement. Since both wind speed and direction were highly
variable (canada D. of T. L973-L975), and since incubation is lengthy,

no

directional preference in ítself would ensure protection from wave action.

Despite independence between nest direction and wind direction over-

all, directional orientation proved to be an important

component-

of the

nest-site selection process. Based on the position of nest on the lake
as a whole, six categories of nest locations were consicered. Nortb

Islands, East Islands, South Islands and West Islands, collectively termed

"Peripheral rslands", were situated within the she]ter (<250 m) of

the northr êâst, south and west shores, respectively.

central rslands

were those more than 250 m from the nearest shore (thereby unprotected),
and Mainland locations were all those not on islancs.

rn addition,

nests on islands with proximate mainland shore were judged as "water-

facing" or "Land-facing", depending on which side of the isl-and they

were

positioned (according to an imaginary bisecting line running para1]el to
adjacent shore). All nests on Centrat IslanCs ì¡¡ere Water-facing; mainland

nests' except those on the protected sides of mainland points, were also
classed as Vüater-facing.

Nests located on peripheral- islands were generally oriented toward

the adjacent land mass' thereby deriving
tiar buildup of h¡aves (Fis. 1r).

some

shelter against the poten-

of 141 nests on peripheral islands,

808 (113) were Land-facing. Nests on North rslands were concentrated

the s¡s1¿ered northern

shores of those islands (X2 = 11.57, df = 3,

on
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Figure 11.

Directional orientatíon of nests shown in relation
to island positions on the lake.

Numbers

of Land-

facing (L) and ltater-facing (W) nests are given for
each cLass.
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p <0.01). Similarly' nests were placed predominantly on east shores of
East rslands (x2 = 34.51, df = 3, P <<0.0f), south shores of south rslands
(X2 = 14.33r

df = 3,

P

df = 3, P <0.01), and west shores of west Islands

<<0.0I). Nests on Central Islands

and showed no directional- trends

(X2

=

22.55,

were uniformly distributed

(Fig. 11).

Facing an adjacent shoreline, the nest is less vul-nerable to destruc-

tion from waves.

Wave

buildup is less as winds cross only short

expanses

of water. The potential for increased nesting success is greater than
would be the case where nests were oriented to direction only.

Not only would this behaviour of orienting toward land reduce

action at the nest-site, but would a1low more flexibility

wave

than either

Displacement or Positioning in selecting sites from the range of sites

available.

Contrary to both Displacement and Positioning, a Land-facing

orientation does not require any sacrifice of other site requirements
as direct access to open water and unobstructed visibility.

such

It is also

clear that land orientatÍon could be maintained genetically and could

be

advantageous for nesting loons in all localities.

iv.

Flexibility

in Nest Placement

Further comparison of features of Land-facing and Water-facing sites
reveal-ed behavioural trends.

Nests placed on Central Islands (which

lacked Land-facing shores) were located farther from water: 409 were
praced 1.0 m or more, whereas only 78 of Peripheral rsland nests were

placed within this range. Nest protection afforded by positioning in

relation to shoreline habitat features was more frequent at Central

4t

Island nests (702) than Peripheral Island nests (462) , although this diffstatistically.

erence was not significant

Similarly, shelter from fea-

tures of the immediate shore topography was more frequent at vulnerable
I^Iater-facing sites (638) than at vulnerable Land-facing sites (442). It
was evident that nest protection from Displacement and from Positioning
was more prominent in nest-site choice where protection from Directional

Orientation was less prominent.

As nest-site selection occurs over several days (Sjolander and Agren
]-972) choice of protected sites may be explained as a response to proximate factors prior to laying.

that were cafm or provided

birds which selected sites
security prior to laying.

Natural selection could act by favouring
some degree

of

Conditions prior to laying generally would in-

dicate the range of wave conditions to which a given site would be subjected. Land-facing shores with less vigorous wave action would
be selected more freguently.

where protected shores are absent,

an increase in other protective features would be required at a site

to provide a pre-nesting bird with the

Previous experience

same

level of security.

is also important in nest-site choice.

Loons

are long-lived (Dement'ev et al-. 1968) and show territory affinity
(Mclntyre L974). The role of experience is supported by the behaviour

of nest-site tenacity characteristic of

6.

Common Loons.

EGG-LAYTNG

Each year laying occurred in a six week period from late May to the
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end of June (Fig. 12).

Laying

commenced

May, and peaked within the first

consistantly on either 2I or

22

ten days. No clutches were attempted

past I July.

i.

Svnchrony

Although the duration of laying of both initial

clutches and re-

placement clutches was the same each year, peak laying varied (Fig. L2)

in relation to seasonal phenology. Variations in phenology are reflected
by differences in the annual pattern of breakup. Although the date for
onset. of laying was the same each year 1t one day), peak laying (50? of

clutches started) varied from nine, six and four days after onset, during
late, medium and early years, respectively (Fig. 13). similarly during
the early year (1975)

the first 25? oî. cl-utches commenced within two
'
days, whereas in the late year (1973) the 258 point was not reached untilday seven of laying (Fig. 13). Annual differences had largely evened out

by the time 75å of clutches had

Peak

off (Fig.

laying

Ì¡¡as more

commenced.

closely related to initial breakup than to ice-

. Twenty-five percent of clutches commenced 13, 14 and 14
days following initiar breakup in 1973, Lg74 and 1975, respectively. The
13)

period from initial breakup to peak laying was similarly constant,

show-

ing just two days varÍation:15, t7 and 17 days in successive years
(FiS. 13). As most of the birds arrived on the day of initial breakup, onset of laying was more likely governed by arrival than by actual
breakup. Territorial aggressiveness associated with the occupation of

territories in spring is regarded as one of the releasers of

gonadal
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Figure 12. Dates of clutch

commencement (L973

to 1975) showing

initial- cluÈches (n = 149) ano replacement clutches
(¡ = 4g).
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Figure 13. The pattern of clutch

commencement

(rnitial clutches)

in relation to spring breakup on Hanson Lake. A. onset
of laying; B. 252 of clutches

commenced;

C. 50t of

cl-utches commenced (peak laying); and D. j5Z of clutches
commenced.
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cycles in birds (Lofts and Murton l-973, Marshall 196r). on average this
cycle in roons appears to take two weeks to proceed to egg raying.
The interval between return in spring and egg-laying was brief on
Hanson

Lake. In Minnesota peak laying occurred four weeks following ice-

off, with two weeks being the shortest interval between arrival and laying by an individual (Olson and Marshall L952). However on Hanson
peak laying occurred seven, nine and eLeven days after ice-off
and one female laid a first

Lake

(Fig. 13),

egg four days after arriving on territory.

Reproductive expediency is favoured in populations occupying habi-

tats in which favourable conditions are limited or reduced by climate,
Such is the case on northern Precambrian Shield Lakes. In species with

extensive breeding ranges, delicate timing of breeding is conmon in those
populations which nest at higher latitudes (Ho1mes 1966,
1971-,

Intyre

Lack 1968).

Compared

with

Cornmon

fmmel-mann

Loons at lower l-atitudes (Mc-

1975, Munro 1939), Hanson Lake birds arrive later where

a

shorter ice-free period prevails, yet compensate by laying earlier
compressing the nesting period.

the

Common

and

A similar laying chronology was found in

Loon in Iceland (Sjolander and Agren 1972) and in the Arctic

Loon in Finland (Lehtonen 1970). The incubation and fledging

periods

in loons are lengthy, thus acceleration of the laying cycle and contraction of the breeding period in northern populations is necessary for
successful reproduction.

In the Slender-biIled Shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostrjs),

the

classical example of laying synchrony, 858 of the population starts lay-
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ing in a seven-day period (Marshall and serventy j-956, serventy 1963).
Loons at Hanson Lake were not greatly different in synchrony, as 752

nested within nine days (1975) to twelve days (1973). This synchrony
was more remarkabl-e cónsidering loon pairs are solitary and lack the

unifying influence of intra-col-onial stimulation (Dar1ing 1938) which
operates in shearwaters. rn spite of solitary nesting and large inter-

pair distances, social interaction {1arge1y vocal) is frequent. Vocal-izations' Ímportant components of territorial

behaviour (Rummel and Goetzinger

L975) and courtship (Tate and Tate r97o)r mây function to co-ordinate

reproductive events in

In

some

Common

Loon populations.

species, laying synchrony increases in l-ate seasons

(Cooch

L96It Barry 1962). The reverse was true in Loons on Hanson Lake. This
was apparently due to a limit

on the onset of nesting, prior to which

birds did not nest. This limit probably reflects endogenous control of
the gonadal cycle. since a preparatory pre-nesting period is required

by

loons (Olson and Marshall 1952), early seasons allow more fl-exibility
in the length of pre-nesting activities,

and therefore allow greater

laying synchrony.

ii.

Clutch Size

Audubon (1838) originally

size of the

common

reported three eggs to be the usual clutch

Loon. Two eggs are now regarded as the norm, with

freguent records of onry a single egg. The three-egg clutch has proven
anomalous (Boyer l-96rt England 1955, England l95z).

Among 549

active

cl-utches examined in this and other studies, only five contained three

eggs (Table 4).

only one of 252 crutches during the present study con-

Range

Museuml¡

73L

155

OntarÍo Nest Records Scheme (1887 to 1974).

All sources pooled

Saskatchewan

Ontario (Royal Ontario

47

Minnesota (Olson & Marshall

24

19

183

Common

51

L9S2')

Clutch sizes of

Minnesota (McIntyre 1975)

(Vermeer 1973a)

Alberta

1970)

(Henderson 19241

et at.

Alberta

(Anderson

North America, Entire

Table 4"

141

42

2L

1B

c

402

1r3

26

32

18

16

Loons in North America.

"67

73

L.77

r.

1" 55

L

1.83

2"05

1. 84

(¡
(¡J
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tained three eggs: this was a replacement clutch of a pair which, having
lost the initial

clutch before the

second egg was

laid, probably repre-

sents the completion of two laying cycles.

Mean

clutch size reported by other workers has varied from 1.55 to

2.05 eggs, with an overall mean of l-.76 eggs (Tab1e 4). With the excep-

tion of Hendersonrs (L924) sample (Tabre 4), the contribution to these
means

by three egg clutches was trivial;

variability

the freguency of one-egg clutches. Anderson et al.,

was due entirely to

(I970) reported

a

slight geographic variation in clutch size and suggested it may fol-low
cfines described for egg size and body size (Rand Lg47).

The mean clutch size of 1.79 eggs, based on 252 active clutches found

on Hanson Lake, was the same as the mean of 1.76 eggs based on all- the

reports summarized in Table 4 (x2 = 0.05. I df, NS). However, 109 of those
clutches were discovered after the onset of laying and possibly lost an

prior to discovery; 39 additional clutches which were not incubated

egg

may

have been incomplete. The remaining 104 clutches were observed daily dur-

ing,and for at least three days foltowing laying, and all but seven con-

tained two eggs. A1l initial- clutches followed through laying contained
two eggs (Tab1.e 5).

The seven one-egg clutches were all replacement

clutches and were all initiated during the Latest part of laying.
The tendency for reduced clutch size in late clutches has been found in
Horned Grebes (Podiceps auritusl

(Ferguson 1977) and several other north-

ern nesting species (Klomp 1970).
The most important finding here was the precision with which the
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Table

5

Cl-utch Size in Common Loons
on Hanson Lake, Saskatchewan.
Ivlean

Total
Active Nests

Adjustedf

Total Nests

N

fnitial

Cl-utches

Replacement Cl-utches
A1l- CLutches

189

1. 84

74

2.00

63

1.63

30

r.77

252

L.79

104

1.93

Total Active Nests, excluding those not observed during
laying nor incubated at least 3 days after laying.
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Common

Loon laid a two-egg clutch.

When

those clutches which could have

provided erroneous data were excluded, there was no apparent departure
from a two-egg laying cycle in initial

ibility

clutches, and no evident flex-

in clutch síze. This points to the importance of not

the number of eggs in a nest represents the number laid.

assuming

Clutch size

variation previously reported in loons is perhaps only an artifact of
observation technique and, at best, possibly reflects different rates

of egg loss in different areas.

Kendeigh (1952) pointed out that a precise distinction

between

determinate and indeterminate laying patterns is sel-dom possible. This

is true in

Common

Loons. In L975, Egg I wás removed from 22 nests

immed-

iately after Egg II had been laid,for toxicological studies, reported
No third eggs were ì-aid, indicating clutch size is pre-

elsewhere.

determined. Contrary evidence emerged where Egg I was lost to natural
causes príor to Egg IT:

only Egg fI appeared in 5 cases, Egg

11. and Egg

III appeared in seven cases, and no further egg appeared in seven cases.
Overall, the

Common

Loon appears to be a determinate layer with a margin

of flexibility.
iii.

Layinq Interval

Of 2L nests visited prior to and during layingr E99 II

appeared

two and three days after Egg I in 12 and 9 cases, respectively. On this

basis, the laying interval

somewhat exceeded two

days.

There was no

trend for the longer, three day interval to occur either early or late

in the season (T = 82.5, NS; Mann-I^Ihitney test,

Snedecor and Cochran 1967)
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iv.

Egg Ðimensions

Analysis of egg dimensions was confined to 1975 data because measurements were made with greater accuracy that year.

Lengths, breadth,

weight and volume of eggs are sunmarized in Table 6.

Comparing eggs within a clutch, Egg II averaged 2.0 g lighter

(n = 30) and 2.6 cm3 smaller (n = 32) than Egg I, but statistically
dimensions did not differ

(P >0.85)

'

However

did exisL (P <0.05) between eggs of the first
which occurred on a territory.

a statistical

the

difference

and second laying cycles

Cycle I eggs averaged 6.7 S (5?) heavier

and 4.9 c*3 (42) Iarger than Cycle ïï eggs.

Hatchabil-ity was apparently not linked to egg volume, and weights
could not be compared due to insufficient data. Exainining initial and replacement clutches separately, mean volumes of 13 and 7 e99sr respec-

tively, which failed to hatch when incubated fulI term were not significantly snall-er.

(W)

(B)

o.a:
ln

(V)

rlt2

Calculated volumel

Weight

breadth

Maximum

(L)

length

"f

95

-

161

L7s

61

96

from Anderson et al. 1970.

.*3

108

48

77

.7

)

(L28',)

(148

(148)

L29.5 (r47)

L46.L

s4

87.1

Dimensions of common Loon Eggs from Hanson Lake in 1975.

Maximum

Table 6.

@
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"

INCUBATION

Tn all loon species both sexes incubate (Pal-mer L962).

Ilclntyre (l-915) found male Common Loons did about 60? of the incubation.

Observations of 3 wing-tagged pairs on Hanson Lake indicated

rol-e-sharing during incubation and hatching.

Although Palmer (1962) reports the presence of a brood patch, 10 in-

dividuals, íncluding at least three females, captured from nests on

Hanson

Lake showed no brood patch. Mclntyre (pers. comm.) who also found no

brood patch on Minnesota birds in the hand, suggests the feet may be used

to incubate. Use of feet has been documented in the Gannet (Sul-a bassana)
which undergoes a vascularization of foot tissue during nesting

(Nelson

1966). In loons, the feet are located well back on the abdomen, and the
eggs are posiLioned between them. As the feet generally feel warm to touch'

iÈ is likely they are used to incubate the eggs.
i.

Incubation Period

Incubation period is the interval between laying and hatching of the

last egg in a clutch (Swanberg 1950). Incubation period for the

Common

Loon has always been given as 29 days (Bent I9f9, Olson and Marshall 1952,
Palmer 1962\. However, where methods for determining incubation period
have been given, the reported 29 day "incubation period" refers more

appropriately to "egg stage" (laying of first

The average incubation period in

Common

egg to hatching of last egg)

Loons on Hanson Lake was

26 days (Table 7) " The egg stage averaged, as found for

Common Loons

24.6

Duration of Egg II in nest
(Incubation period)

.4

30.1

30

30.6

common Loons

27.4 26.6

in

Duration of Egg I in nest

(one or more eggs
nest)

Duration (days) of rncul¡ation in

Duration of Egg Stage

Table 7.

26

.2

27.7

28.6

(17

)

(6)

(17)

on Hanson Lake.

o

Or
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elsewhere, approximately 29 days, but varied by as much as 2 days
(Table 7).

The duration of Egg II in the nest was always less than for

Egg r' shorter by as littre

incubation period shown by

as 3 hoursand as long as 2 days. The 26 day
Comrnon

Loons is the same as in other species

of loons. Arctic Loons incubate for 26 (Davis Lg72) to 27 days (Sjolander
1968) and Red-throated Loons do so far 25 (Davis Ig72) to 26 days
(Johnson and Johnson 1935).

ii.

Onset of Incubation

Clutch attentiveness during incubation exceeds 99? (McIntyre Ig75) ,
and sitting commences with the first egg (op. cit., palmer 11962). Although this was generally true at Hanson Lake, clutches started Late in

the nesting season were often unattended when incomplete.
Egg r was in the nest an average of 1.5 days longer than Egg rr

(Table

, indicating either a delay in the onset of incubation until_
arrival of Egg II or differential- developmental rates within a cLutch.
7)

on the one hand, swanberg (1950) noted a clutch may be covered yet not
incubatedr âDd gave numerous examples where incubation of covered clutches
was postponed untiJ- deposition of the last egg. rn other species, on the

other hand, differential

development has been found to occur during late

stages of incubation (Vince 1969). Pal-udan (195I) found that, with only

partial covering during the laying cyc1e, embryo development in gurr

eggs

proceeded at about hal_f the normal rate.

Of 50 clutches on Hanson Lake tested subjectively as "warm,, or ,,cool"
both during and following the laying cycle, only 3l were,,warm,'prior to
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completion whereas 48 were warm following completion. Although not

a

rigid test, this showed the relative level of nest attentiveness to

be

lower during laying, and suggests a

Lor^¿er

rate of embryo development in

Egg I at that time.

Reduced nesL

attentiveness during laying is thought to result from

an increasing but sub-threshold impulse to incubate early in nesting
(Drent I970, Kendeigh 1952). The physiological basis for this behavior
was evident in the Black-headed Gull- (Larus ridibundus) in which early

attentiveness l-evels were correlated with incomplete brood patch development, a direct reflection of the ovarian cycle (Beer 1963)

"

The advantage to loons of covering the clutch before incubation is

speculative. Attentiveness during incubation is known to protect

eggs

both from predators and from overheating (Drent 1970). It is less import-

ant to provide protection from cooling or moisture, at least for undeveloped eggst complete clutches of some arctic-nesting shorebirds may be

left up to a week without covering (Lind 1961).

Some

Charadriiformes

leave the nest unattended during laying, which promotes hatching
chrony (Kendeigh L952 | Sealy L976)

s1m-

.

In loons the unnecessary presence of a bird on a nest could also

be

detrimental- to nesting success. Structural specialízation for aquatic

mobility has rendered gaviids, particularly

the

Common

Loon, almost in-

mobile on land (Gier :.952, Schorger 1947, Storer 1960). Ungainly movements associated with covering an incomplete clutch might draw
unnecessary attention of predators. This disadvantage must

be
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offset by two apparent benefits of covering prior to clutch completion.
First'

a sitting bird protects against egg loss from washout

section rv.8).

(see

secondr partial development of Egg r at the tíme of

laying of Egg rr served to maintain a degree of êsynchrony in hatching
which led to increased fledging rates (see Section IV.I0).

iii.

Extended Incubation

Several eggs failed to hatch within the normal incubation period

to infertility
tended to

due

or embryonic death. rn three cases, incubation time was ex-

, 44 and 53 days 11 one duy). C1utch attentiveness for both
viable and inviabl-e clutches appeared to decline in l-ate June. and 17 July
36

was the latest recorded date for incubation.

8.

FATES OF

EGGS

The outcome of 424 eggs was determined (Table 8).

rate was 38t

Mean annual hatching

and ranged from 298 in 1975 to 478 in 1974. Hatching

success on Hanson Lake was simiLar (X2 = 0.28, NS) to Minnesota rates of

43e" (olson and Marshall 1952) and 40% (Mcrntyre r9z5). Low success
on Hanson Lake in 1975

r,¿as

due mainly to higher losses to predators which

in turn may have been related to more observer activity at nest-sites
that year.

Predators and washout Caused most of the clutch failures (Tab1e 8).
Eggs which disappeared with no evidence of cause formed the largest cate-

gory of failed eggs (Table 8), but undoubtedly several factors contributed to disappearance.

2I

out

I2L

15

140

20

6

6

6

15

2L

66

424

7

15

18

23

59

e)

)

I7.7

(3"s)

(4"3)

(s"4)

(13.

(16. I

(38"4)

lost to

7I
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most were probably

Læ2

4

6

4

23

38

48

In addition, one egg was removed from 22 clutches for pesticide analysis.

predators.

out;

Number

Fat.es of marked Common Loon eggs.

No eggs in this category hatched or were washed

Total

redl

5

Knocked from nest

u1s

6

Deserted

FaiIed to hatch
13

T2

Depredated

I,üashed

49

Hatched

Table I,

rÈ

oì
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1"

Predators

Predators took armost 17? of alr e99sr which was 3gg of losses of
known cause (Table 8). Avian predators were responsibre for g2z (and

for the remaining rg?) of 33 l-osses where the predator courd be
identified. Common Ravens and Herring Gulls were both observed taking

mammals

loon eggs during this study. The Raccoon (procgon l-otor) and the Striped
skunk (Mephitis nephitis), which were the prominent egg predators in
Minnesota (l4clntyre 1975), did not occur at Hanson Lake. A1l_ losses to
mammalian

predators at Hanson Lake were attributed to mink which

commonly

forage shorelines and travel between islands (Errington 1961).

ii.

Washout

washout accounted for armost r4g of eggs laid and
known cause (Tab1e

8).

32g

of losses of

Naturar- wave action, particurarly at unsheltered

nest-sites or during storms, accounted for 61g (n = 36) of the washout.
About I78 of washout occurred frorn rising lake leveIs,

and

22? resuLted

from the recreational use of power boats.

iii.

Other causes

As cl-utches $/ere seldom abandoned, desertion had little

overall production of young (Tab1e 8).

Abandoned eggs were

effect on the
either

pushed

into the water or left unattended in the nest, but reasons for abandonment were seldom evident.

Predator loss of one egg occasionally led to
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the abandonment of the remaining egg (4 instances), but more ofLen incubation resumed normally. Four cases of observer activity and one case of
Beaver (Castor canadensis) activity were thought to have l_ed to cl-utch
abandonment

"

Eggs were occasionally found in water beside the nest (Table g).

All- fifteen eggs found in the water were viabre, indicating that
loss was accidental rather than intentional.
was likelY since some nests were flat

Some

accidental- egg loss

and surrounded by water.

About 5 percent of eggs faited to hatch foltowing a full- term of

incubation. of 9 failed eggs examined, 4 were addl-ed, 4 contained dead
embryos (23 to 25 days development), and one showed no development.

AduLt infertility,
same

nest failed

which \das suspected on one territory
+-o

where eggs in the

hatch for three years in succession, was evidently

not wídespreed, since the other egg haLched in 1I of 20 clutches in which
an egg fail-ed to hatch.
9"

REPLACEMENT CLUTCHES

Eggs were lost frequently during incubation (see Section rv,g),

Where

only one egg $¡as lost, incubation of the remaining egg usually continued
without interruption, but where both eggs were 1ost the clutch was often
replaced" clutch replacement never occurred following the loss of a
brood' even when the brood was lost at the time of hatching. pairs rarely
attempted more than one replacement clutch in a season, thus femal-es

rarely underwent more than two laying cyctes, Two females each completed
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three laying cycles (a]so documented by Mcrntyre 1975 and oLson and Marshall- 1952), but in both cases the Last cyc]-e yielded only one egg.
1"

Replacement interval_

The time between ci-utch failure and laying of Replacement Egg r (Rgplacement rnterval) varied.

Following the loss of an incomplete clutch, the

next egg, if laid at all, was always deposited within three days (Fis.
l-4) " This was within the limits of a normal laying interval.
when com_
pleted clutches were lost, the replacement interval averaged 13 days, and
ranged from I to 19 days (Fig" 14)
" This replacement interval was similar
but more variabre than recorded by Barr (pers. conm,) and Mcrntyre (1975).
As the nesting season progressed, t.he replacement inLerval increased.

This is demonstrated by the simple linear regression of replacement interva1 on date (Fis. 14). Although stage of incubation at the time of cl-utch
fail-ure influences the clutch replacement interval in anatids (Sowls 1955),
there was no such rel-ationship evident in loons on Hanson Lake (Fis. 15).
clutches which had been incubaLed for up to 20 days took no longer to be
replaced than those lost shortly after laying (Fig. l5).
Most studies of avian reproductive physiology have documented changes in
gonadal cycles only to the point of laying (Immelmann 1973, van
Tienhoven

1968), and mosL have not examined the mechanism of clutch replacement in
detail" Erpino (1968) suggested that interelations between rnated magpies

(Pica pica) during nest-building stimulated gonad development, and that
remodell-ing nests for renesting provided sufficient

for a second clutch.

physiological priming
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Figure 14. Rel-ationship between the time required to replace
a clutch and the date on which clutch failure
occurred.
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Figure 15. Relationship between the time reguired to replace

a clutch and the stage of incubation at which clutch
loss occurred.
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After laying the female gonads regress rapidly (Barry L962t Bull-ough
L942t Payne 1966) to a level slightly

above refractivity"

InconpJ-ete ov-

arian regression is correl-ated with endocrine regulation of brooding behavior (Lehrman and Wortis 1960, Saeki and Tanabe 1955), but indirectly
facilitates

renesting (Payne

1969

| Phirlips and van Tienhoven

Lg62)

"

Phillips and van Tienhoven (L962) observed that "renesting behavior" in
the Pintail (Anas acuta) increased progressively during incubation in the
absence of cl-utch failure as a stimulus.

For loons on Hanson Laker the capacity for additional laying cycl-es was
retained wel-1 into incubation (Fig"

" The seasonally progressive increase in replacement interval- was consisÈent with our fragmentary know15)

ledge of mechanisms controlling clutch replacement.

ii.

Likelihood of

repl_a-cement

Of 148 clutches for which the date of fail-ure was determined (1 one

day)

66 were subsequently replaced. On the basis of shoreline searches and

pair behavior, the rest probably were not replaced" Therefore the l-ikelihood of a failed clutch being replaced was about

45?"

The probability of replacement was not the same for all- failed

clutches, but was related to date of failure. The likelihood of replacement was highest early in the nesting season and declined markedly thereafter (Fig. 16).

Several- f actors probabJ-y inf l-uenced whether a cl-utch was replaced
" Since

7I

Figure 16. The rikelihood of crutch repracement in rer_ation to
date (stage of nesting season) on which failure

occurred. Actual and theoretical (modelled on the
actual data) probabilities are given.
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photoperiod exerts endogenous control- over breeding in most temperate

species

(Immelrnann

1973' Payne 1969), the date of failure may influence

renesting. simirarry, as the ovaries regress folrowíng laying (Lofts
and lvlurton 1973), the ability

to undergo an additional laying cycle

may

be infLuenced by the time elapsed since the tast cycle.

Finarry, as the

loon appears to be a determinate rayer (section rv"6"ii)

the egg produc-

tion capacity of the femal-e may be limited, giving rise to more difficulty
replacing a replacement clutch than an initial

cl-utch. I^Iith these factors

in mind, the likel-ihood of cLutch replacement was examined in re1ation to
date of failure,

stage of incubation at tine of failure (early S 13 days,

l-ate > 13 days), and clutch type (initial

to age and

mal-e

e¡as assulned

variability

were uncontrolled, but the Latter at l-east

species aL this Latitude (Immelmann l-973,

"

observations following failure of 121 clutehes are summarized in

9. There

due

to be negligible in view of the prolonged testicular recrudes-

cence typical of territorial
Lack 1968)

vs. replacement). Effects

Ì{¡as

Tabl_e

no replacement of nests whieh failed later than Day 31 aL-

Lhough 40"t of fail-ures occurred after this.

Date of failure

(X) was the

most important factor influencing the probabiJ-ity of cLutch replacement

(Y). This retatíonship fitted rhe tinear rogistic model I = å Z tr + &¡
where 1 = a * bX (Cox 1970). Estimates of the model are shown for comparison in Fiq. 16. The likelihood of replacement was al-most I00U during
tbe first

week

of nestíng and diminished logistically

period progressed (Fig. 16).

as the nesting

Values

Total

in

each

cell are r,
n.

Early

4r4

0r0

Late

Initial

Late

0'0

Early

Clutch

Replacement

4r4

Stage of
cubation

L6

tL1

lrl

0r0

15,16

L7 rl-9

Lr2

0'0

l.6,L7

2-L

Sta

5'8

0r0

t')

3r6

Nesti

6rI8

1r5

3r8

2r5

l-r6

0r2

lr3

0r1

,19

0

,49

I

0r16

0

0r0

Table 9, Number of cl-utches replaced (r) shown in relation to number which failed (n),
classed according to 3 temporal characteristics of the clutch which failedf.

,49

t26

49,L2r

3

6, 3r

40

Tota

\j
(,
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Removal

of the effect of date of failure permitted the residual

variation to be examined for effects due to the other factors (Cox 1970:
59). No effect of either with clutch type or stage of incubation
detected statisticatly,

were

although clutch type resídual-s showed a sright

separation. As supporting evidencer examination of Table 9 reveals no
effect by stage of incubation, but indicates that fail-ed initial clutches
frequently replaced than were failed replacement cl-utches for
any given time period. There was therefore a reasonable basis to concl-ude
$¡ere more

that' removed from seasonal constraints of avail-abLe time,

some

physiol-

ogical upper capacity for egg production would remain.
Therefore it was evident that date of clutch faiLure was the key determinant of whether a repracement cl-utch was attempted, and this was pro-

bably a manifestation of the photoperiodic control of reproduction in
Common Loons" It was also evident that there was a limit to the number
of eggs which could be laid in one season, irrespective of photoperiod.
iii.

Termination of renesting

Although Latest laying oecurred on 1 JuIy at Hanson Lake, Barr (pers.
comm") observed loons

This suggests that

laying during late July in Algonquin park, Ontario.

some

capability to nest extends weIJ- beyond the latest

laying observed on Hanson Lake,

Ïn the Magpie (Pica pica), Erpino (L969) founci irreversibl-e testicular

IJ

regression during incubation correlated with the fact that males did not

incubate, and he concl-uded the ability

to renest was ultimately limited

by the male. Since in loons both sexes incubate, the reproductive capabil-ities of males are probably extended. Tn view of the clutch size
reduction in l-ate nesting attempts, renesting in
limited by the female. Certainly the inability

Common

Loons is probably

of loons to J-ay e99s

once

a brood is lost can be tied to ovarian regression associated with broodiness, as documented in Magpies by Erpino

10"

(1969)

"

HATCHTNG

Common

Loon eggs on Hanson Lake hatched asynchronously and always in

the order of laying.

Egg f hatched first

in al-l- 16 cl-utches where both

laying sequence and hatching interval were known, Hatching interval-s
(determined to 1:

f,r.¡ ranged from 6 Lo 42 hr., and averaged 17.3 hr.

(¡t = 39). Hatching intervals were the same for initial

clutches and re-

placement cl-utches (t = 0"588, df = 37, NS).

Where

the hatch was relatively synchronous (both eggs wiLhin lZ hr")

Lhe young left

the first

the nest at the same time.

When

the hatch was prolonged,

hatchling Left the nest in the care of one parent, whire the

other parent remained to hatch the second egg. Within 6 hours of Chick
If hatching, the nest was abandoned for the duration of the
was not used for brooding.

summer and
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t"

Hatchinq chronoloqv

The hatching period in the Hanson Lake population spanned 24, 29 and

19 days in

I974 and 1975, respectively" The hatching perÍod was al'
ways shorter than the laying period, as ]ate clutches sel-dom hatched. The
1973

annual constancy in the onset of laying was reflected in the

commence-

ment of the hatch which varied by only two days among the 3 years (Fis"

" Although some hatching continued well into mid-July, most eggs
hatched by the end of June (Fis. 17). Annrral variation in egg-laying,r
17)

Cue

to differences in the break-up of ice as described in Section IV.6,

were refl-ected in both the peak and the duration of hatching (ris" L7)

ii"

"

!{eight of eqgs and vounq at hatchinq

Eggs weighed on the day of raying and again on the day prior to

hatching (n = 10) lost a

mean

of 15.6 g (lo.6c of initial

weight) during

incubation" upon hatching, chicks weighed 77 Eo 99 g (l = gg.s g, n = 29)i
this represented 60 percent of the weight of their eggs at laying. Larger
eggs lost proportionatery more weight than small-er eggs (Fig. lB).

In 5 clutches of known laying and hatching sequence and known 1aying
and hatching weights, the chick from Egg rI always weighed proportionately
more of the initial

egg weight than the chick from Egg r.

attributed differential

Lewin (1963)

weight loss within eggs of a clutch to differences

in the quantity of unassimilated yolk resulting from the varying residence
times of eggs in the nest. Arthough mean initiar

II did not differ,

weights of eggs r

Chick II was usually heavier at hatching

(X-

and

= 3.2

S)
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Figure 17. Hatching chronology of

common Loon eggs

Lake during three nesting seasons.
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Figure 18. Percentage weight loss by

Common

Loon eggs during

incubation. A1l eggs were weighed on the day of
laying and again at hatching.
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than its sibling,

Although Chick II generally weighed more at hatching than Chick I,

Chick f always rnaintained a weight advantage, By virtue of hatching first,
Chick I had been fed and gained weight by the time Chick II received its

first

feeding" rn 5 broods weighed at the time chick rr emerged, chick

I already averaged 6"4 g heavier. fn four broods weighed in the first
12 days of age' Chick I weighed more. Davis (1972) found first

hatched

chicks in broods of Arctic Loons and Red-throated Loons maintained this
weight advantage throughout the brood-rearing period.

iii"

Asvnchronv

The mean hatching interval of 17,3 hr. (0.7 days¡ was considerably

shorter than the

laying interval (2 to 3 days) " Relative to the
laying interval, the hatching interval- showed a gain in synchrony within
mean

the cl-utch which likely refl-ected an acceleration in hatching of Egg II.

Pre-incubative covering may retard the development of Egg I

(section rv"7.ii)"

on the other hand, vocal communication within

clutch prior to hatching is known to accererate growth of younger

somewhat
a

em-

bryosr which in turn serves to synchronize hatching (Vince ¡969t Vince
L973)" Embryos of

Common

4 days before hatching

Loons on Hanson Lake were audible as early as

commenced, and

Chick II generally was l-ess deve-

loped upon hatching than its sibling upon hatching (see Section IV"I0,ii

for description of body weights and extent of yolk absorption at
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hatching), vocar communication late in the egg stage was probably the
main factor in reducing the hatching interval, rerative to the J-aying

interval

"

The benefits of asynchronous hatch have been widely debated
(Klomp L970, Lack l-954, Lack 1966). Asynchronous hatch

generally serves

to ensure survival- of e1der, stronger young in environments where food
supply fluctuates (Ingram 1959) " El-der brood members often maintain a
competitive advantage throughout rearing (established initially by hatching

earlier than siblings) by dominating in intra-brood hierarchies
f970) "

(Kear

Davis (1972) studied the importance of asynchronous hatching in

Arctic and Red-throated Loons, and found that asynchrony ensured the survival- of the first-hatched young in environments with limited food resources.

fn species which hatch asynchronously, it is Ìogical to explain the
hatching intervaL as a compromise between two opposite processes.

one

encourages asynchronyr selecting ultimatel-y for production of fewer more

vigorous young, and thus favors survival of the elder brood
members. The opposite process encourages synchrony, serecting for the
maximum

production of individual-s, and thus favors the survivar of

younger brood members.

The sel-ective force favoring synchrony in loons is cl-ear. The longer

the egg stage, the longer is the period during which the incubating adult
and the potential offspring are most vulnerable" Furtherrnore, too long

hatching interval could create an excessive imbalance in the sibLing

a
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rivalry,

and thereby place the younger chick at an unnecessary disadvan-

tage at times when resources would permit survival (Kear L970, Kluyver
1951,

Owen 1960).

The selective force favoring asynchrony in loons, the one which ulti.

mately compromises the former to an "optimum" hatching interval, is not

apparent" Theoretically it ensures survivaf of the first-hatched

so

young

through the brood stage, and results in a balance in the competitive ability

(relative fitness) of each young in a brood which is controlled by the
hatching interval.
Because the hatching intervals of Hanson Lake Loons were variable, it
was possible to evaluate the optimum hatching in two ways" First,

by

com-

paring the proportion of broods which hatched at various different intervals, it was evident that a hatching interva1 of within 24 hr. was favored
(Fig"

19)

r even though a longer interval- was certainly possibl-e due to

the lengthy laying intervaL" The number of clutches with hatching intervals of 6r 12, 18 and 24 hours were simil-ar and there was sLatistically
peak hatching interval

(Fig"

no

" Second, by comparing chick survival
to fledging in broods with different hatching intervals, it was possible
19)

to measure any reproductive advantage of various hatching intervals.

Admittedly there was no means to assess variation in the number of

young which ultimately reached breeding age, Figure 19 shows the propor-

tion of young fledged in relation to the hatching interval"
there $/ere no statistical

Although

differences, a trend for higher survival

was

evident in broods which hatch farther apart. The rate of chick survival
increased directly as the hatching interval increased" This differential
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FÍgure 19. Intervals between the hatching of eggs in two-egg

clutches (n = 39), showing survival to fledging of
young from those eggs.
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in survival was apparently due to the occasional loss of both young in
broods which hatched close together (6 to L2 hr")t and the fact that

no

more than one young was ever lost in broods which hatched farther apart.

It was significant that in al-l cases in which a color-marked chick

was

lost (see section rv.11), it was invariably the younger bird,
rf no specific interval- offered any survivaL advantage in production,
and if the interval was.only a manifestation of pre-incubative covering be-

haviorr no differences in survival

among

hatching interval cl-asses should

be evident. If, on the other hand, chick mortality rates were sufficiently

different to give statistical

separation between hatching intervals, then

strong selection shoutd have reduced the variability

in hatching intervaL.

Such selection should then be evident as an unequal proportion of clutches

hatching at different intervals: one woul-d expect most clutches to hatch

at the apparent "optimum" interval, and few at the shorter ,,suboptimal,,
intervals.

There appears to be a reproductive advantage to a hatching in-

terval of 18 to 30 hr" (as opposed to 6 or 12 hrs.), but this is probably offset by the risk of additional_ incubation time.

iv,

Hatchinq success in relation to clutch type.

HaÇching success in replacement clutches was significantly

in initial

lower than

)

clutc hes (X-1adj

4"55e P<0.05, df = l-). Forty-two percent
) =
of eggs hatched from initial clutches, whereas only 26t hatched frorn replacement cl-utches (Table 10).

difference;

No single factor accounted for this

washout, disappearance (probabry depredation) and failure

to hatch were all higher in replacement clutches (Tab1e l0).
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Table 10. Fates of marked eggs in rel-ation to cl-utch type"

No. Initial
Clutches (?)

Fate
Hatched
lrfashed .f rom

nest

Depredation

r38
4I
ss

No. Replacement
Clutches (8)

(42.L)

25

(26"0)

(12" s)

18

(18. 2)

(16.8

16

(16 7)
"

)

Failed to hatch

15

(4.6)

8

(8"3)

Desertion

T5

(4

"6)

3

(3"1)

Knocked from next

l1

(3"3)

4

(4.2)

pisappeared

53

(16.1)

22

(22.9)

Total-

328 (r00.0)

96

(100 .0

)
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Because most replacement

clutches

comrnenced

later ín the nesting season,

it was unclear whether the reduced hatchability was due to clutch type
(Iaying cycle r vs. cycre rr) or stage of nesting (to time of J-aying),
Annual-

variation may also have been a factor infLuencing the

measurement

of hatchability"

Fienbergrs (1970) procedures \"¡ere used to analyze the correl-ates of
hatching success because they can be appried to discrete (or binary)

data and they take into account interactions between factors,
this anal-ysis are provided in Appendix II.

Ðetails of

Applying this analysis reveal-

ed that hatching success was not dependent on stage of nesting: eggs of

initial

clutches v¿ere equally 1ike1y to hatch whether they were laid early

or l-ate in the season; similarly early replacement clutches were as successful as late replacement clutches. However replacement clutches as

a

whole were much less likery to hatch (p<0"01) than initial_ cl_utches
(Appendix II).

Not only were success differences between clutch types significant,

but

the direction and degree of differences were consistent (Fig. 2g). Arthough annuaL hatching success varied overal-l, about 208 fewer eggs hatch-

ed from replacement clutches than initial

clut.ches each year (FiS. 20A).

Since differences were not due to laying dates (FiS" 208), and since

inviability
offered"

of eggs was not a major factor, an al-ternate explanation is
Hatching success was related in part to the outcome of previous

nesting attempts" The probability of success
ing failure"

\¡¿as

low following any nest-

Hatching success was lower if a pair had faired the year
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Figure 20. Comparison of hatching success in initial
replacement clutches.

and

Graph A shows hatching

success in relation to annual- variation.

Graph

shows hatching success in relation to stage of

nesting season (with May 21 as day 1).
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before; moreover the low likelihood of success from a replacement clutch,
following failure within a season, was the same as for an initial

clutch

which foll-owed a fail-ure the previous year (Yonge and Sealy, unpubl. data)
A pattern of repetitive failure exhibíted by many pairs was attributed to

age-related inexperience (Yonge and sealy, unpubl.) as has been

strated in other long-lived territorial
Richdal-e l-957)

demon-

species (Coulson and üIhite 1958,

"

The fact that initial

cl-utches were more successful than replacement

clutches has a mathematical, rather than physiological, expranation,
Given that Low success foll-ows failure and high success fol-lows success,

all replacement clutches follow failure and thus have a low l-ikelihood of
success" However¡ with initial

clutches, some follow failure and some

follow success in the previous year, and overall Lhe

mean chance

of

success is higher" Therefore it follows that birds which failed and
chose to renest were generally younger, less experienced birds.

Although laying date did not affect hatching success, early nesting

was

advantageous. Pairs which nested early and fail-ed had more time to re-

nest" Thus production per pair increased by nesting early, although the
hatching probability per egg was the same, This advantage to early nest-

ing probably explains the skew toward early laying (Fig"

1]."

12) "

BROOD REARING

As in other gaviids, Èhe period of parental investment following hatch-

ing is long. Mcrntyre (L975't reported a brood stage of lL weeks, and Barr
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(1973) observed parental feeding until young attained fu11 juvenal plumage at about I weeks of age.

Common

Loon family units on Hanson Lake re-

mained intact for l-0 to 13 weeks, but no effort was made to study feeding

behavior during this period.

i.

Parental- behavior

From the outset the young are closely guarded by the parents, Back-

riding is

common

during the first

week, and swirnming young were generatly

positioned between the parents. If one chick, in swimming, failed to

keep

up with the family groupr in spite of vocal encouragement, one and often

both parents dropped back to accompany it"

Young were seldom al-lowed to

stray from the parents until- 2 to 3 weeks of age.
AduIts behaved differently when brood safety was threatened. The adul-ts
and young separated" The young swam to shore and remained inconspicuous"
The adults moved conspicuously to open water, performing the exaggerated
and vocal- displays for which the Loon is

known (Munro Lg45t Ol-son

Marshall 1952). once alarm subsided, the young were recalled to

and

open

water and the intact fainì ly departed for another region of the territory.

If the intruder remained nearby and the young did not rejoin the parents
at the
first

same

time, the parents often

and ignored the other chick.

swam away

with the chick which arrived

Although the remaining chick

always vocal, the adults generarly did not respond and left

was

it to its

own resources to rejoin the family"

rt appeared that the chick with the parents was not to be jeopardized
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for the protection of the other" This behavior favored the survival of
at least one brood member¡ âhd suggested the other may be expendable,
There was no apparent discrimination for either the first

or

second

hatched chick, but merely for the one which reached the adul-ts first,

Although there were insufficient

observations of individually marked

broods to show whether Chick I or Chick If more often reached the adults

firstr

this behavior probably favored the more vigorous chick r,

as

found in Red-throated Loons by Davis (I972) "

ii.

Survival- of vounq to fl-edqinq

Of the

Common

Loon chicks which hatched during studies on Hanson

Lake' 69,67 and 73 percent survived to fLedging in 1973t 1974 and IgTSl
respectively (FiS.

" The slight annual variation was insignificant
)
(X- = 0"16, NSr df = 2) ¡ although survival in 1975 was nominally inflated
2l-)

due to a higher proportion of one chick broods because an egg was removed

from several clutches for toxicological studies (the effect of brood size
on fJ-edging rate is discussed in Section IV.11.v).

Mean

chick survivaL

to fledging (excluding 1975) was 68 percent (Fig. 2I).

Fledging success at Hanson Lake was the same as Olson and Marshall
found in northeastern Minnesota, but less than Mclntyre (1975) found in

central Minnesota (Tab1e

" Mclntyre (1975) recorded only two mortalities in young loons, significantly fewer than at Hanson Lake and north11)

eastern Minnesota (olson and Marshall 1952) combined (x2 = 7"70¡ p<0.01-,

df =

1)

" rn other gaviids, a limited food supply was the main factor

.(1952)
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Figure 21. Survival of young

Common

Loons to fledging.
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of young (Davis rg72) " Extrapolating from Davis'
(L972) work to common Loons, it is not surprising Mcrntyre (1975) found
high chick survival. Her study population consisted mainly of pairs isocausing mortal-ity

lated on smal-l eutrophic lakes with abundant food. rn contrast, both
Hanson Lake and olson and MarshaLl's (1952) Knife Lake study area were

larger unproductive waters inhabited by numerous roons,
The common Loon has the highest fledging success of the three species of

loons for which this is known (Table 11), Davis (Lg72) studied sympatric
populations of Arctic and Red-throated Loons and found significantly higher fledging in Arctic Loons due to differences in habitat seLection and
foraging behavior. Red-throated Loons nested on tundra ponds devoid of
prey for loons, and aduLts spent nuch of the brood-rearing period fJ-ying
between their nesting pond and the ocean where all- food was obtained (Davis
1972). Arctic Loons nested on Lakes and rarger ponds which provided
food for the young; only the adults fed coastally which permitted more
time for feeding the brood. Thus, in the common Loons, which
forage entirery within their territories,

the importance of foraging time in

lirniting chick production would be further reduced. The feeding pattern
of the common Loon probably accounts for this species having the highest
fledging success.

Most mortality occurred on the first

failed to survive the first

day (Fig. 2r).

318 of the overall mortality.

day; 10 percent of hatchlings

This initial- l-oss constituted

sixteen of 165 young were l-ost during this

period, and six of these died before leaving the nest. By 4 days of age,
618 of the total- mortality had occurred" Eighty-one percent of young
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survived Day 4, at which point the mortality rate declined (Fis. 2r)
"
Ninety percent of mortality occurred in the first two weeks following

hatching¡ and only incidentaL mortality occurred once young achieved age
3 weeks (FiS" 2L). With the exception of one 6 week old juvenile which
disappeared, no mortality was evident past 4 weeks of age.

Date of hatching did not influence fledging success. Survival- rates
were the same for early hatching and late hatching chicks (Table 12). pooling

years, there were no differences in mortality rates

among

five groups of

young divided equally by both date (x2 = 1"51, NS) and proportion of young

which hatched (X2 = I.96, NS).

The energy demands of young loons are highest immediately following

hatch (Mcrntyre 1975), thus mortality was highest in the first

4 days.

The

period crucial for survival was about rB days (Fis, 21), beyond which
survival was almost assured. This period corresponds closely to that required for the outgrowth of Stage B down (palmer 1962)
"

iii.

Sources of chick nortalitv

The cause of chick mortality was sel-dom determined; generally it

was

detected only because young had disappeared. of 13 losses of known cause,
6 occurred in the nest, within 3 to 4 hours of hatching, and 7 occurred

within 2 days of leaving the nest, of those in the nest, one young
abandoned, 2 died upon hatching, 2 were taken by an unidentified
mammalian

predator, and one was taken by a Herring GuII drawn to the

nest by my presence. Of those chicks which had left the nest.

was

68

66

83

72

L97 3

L97 4

197s

Total
(s8)

)

67

63

68

(2L)
(20

69

)

(17

Percent Surviving (n)

)

(s6

(1s

)

)

(23',t

(18

00
(NS
)

0.14 (NS )

0.71 (Ns )

0.01 (NS)

0.

Table 12. comparison of chick survival among years shown in
relation to time of hatching. In any given year,
the first half of chicks which hatched were classed
as early; the other half were classed as late.

,Þ

\o
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Herring Gulls took 2 (in separate incidents in which observer disturbance
may have contributed), a brood of 2 disappeared within an hour
of leaving

the nest (presumably to an unidentified predator), a brood of 2 disappeared
during a severe storm, and one was kiLl-ed by an adult ]oon which intruded
from an adjacent territory.

rnitially

young Loon chicks are vulnerable to depredation through

several- sources" Avian predators, particularly

gul1s, are quick to take

chicks from the r,rater; the 3 observed cases of depredation by gul1s
occurred because adults protected one chick and allowed the sibling to
separate. Mammalian predators would be a threat briefly at hatching, but
would not be a major factor once the nest has been abandoned.

sol-man

(1945) found the Northern Pike (Esox Tucius) was a major predator
on young
waterfowr in the prairies. Loon chicks were frequentty found in stomachs

of Northern Pike at commercial fish plants in the Hanson Lake area, and as
rarge pike were numerous in Hanson Lake (sawchyn Lg67), they were likely
responsible for much of the chick loss.

The back-riding behavior of young

l-oons is an adaptation which reduces chick loss to underwater predators

(Mcrntyre r975). Mcrntyre (1975) found back-riding was frequent
until
chicks reached 7 to r0 days of age, and ceased by age 3 weeks" At that
age Lhe young are probably immune to most predators.

The extent

of mortarity caused by other adul-t loons was unknown. The

fact that Barr (pers" coinm.)

and Mcrntyre (pers. conm.) arso observed

it

during their studies, suggests it may occur frequentry. protection
of
the young from other loons is perhaps one reason why territoriality
is
maintained throughout the rearing period, and why the young remain
on the
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nataL territory

iv"

until the adults depart (see section rv.12)

Dif.fef entjal- survival

betw_een

siblilgs

Starvation was the main factor contributing to chick mortafity in
Arctic and Red-throated Loons (Davis L972). fn both species, differentialfitness

through both intra-brood competition and parental discrimination

insured survival of the first

young, often at the expense of the second.

Davis (1972) also found that first

chicks in two chick broods grew

and

survived as wel-l- as chicks in one chick broods, but that second chicks
grew more slowly and accounted for most of the mortality.

On Hanson

Lake, 5 of l-3 marked broods l-ost one chick and two Lost both.

rn broods which lost one chick it was consistently the second chick. where
both were 1ost, chick II disappeared first

in one brood, and the order of

mortality was not determined in the other.

The marking procedure was not

a mortarity factor, as loss of marked chicks (9 of 26) was the same
)
(X= 0.00' NS) as in unmarked two chick broods (36 of 104) during 1973
and l-974" In 5 cases prior to 1975 in which one young of known sequence
had been lost, it was the second chick in each case. As there was no

evidence during this study that any second hatched young survived its
oLder sibling, it appears that differential

mortality within broods in-

sures the survival of the older young. The second hatched young is at

a

disadvantage, and may be expendibJ_e.

Several- factors suggest that intra-brood competition is the main cause

of mortal-ity in young

Common

Loons. First, this has been documented as the
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main mortality factor in other species of roons (Davis rg72).

second,

the l-ower survival- of second young was not related to the viability
second-l-aid eggs; survival- of one chick broods from first

of

eggs (n = 7 of

7) was the same (X2 = 0"1-2, NS) as those from second eggs (n = lI of 13).
Third, although factors such as exposure or predators may have resulted
in mortaLity, only competition between brood

members

could explain why it

was invariably the second hatched young which was l-ost. When threatened,

parents protect the closest chick which, in most cases, witl be the

stronger first

chick" Predators are likely to take chicks which lag be-

hind' again favoring the stronger young. Resistance to exposure
al-so be a function of relative fitness.

woul-d

Finally, the low mortality rate

in single chick broods demonstrates the high potential survival in the
absence of intra-brood competition. Thus competitiveness between brood
members

factor.

for food and parental protection emerges as the main mortality
From hatching, the second chick is at a competitive disadvan-

tage and its chance of survival_ is Lower.

v.

InfLu_ence

Initial

of brood size on chick survivaL

brood size was important in determining the fledging success of

young loons on Hanson Lake" Forty-seven of 132 young in two chick broods
were lost, whereas only 5 or. 46 young in one chick broods were Lost 62

= 7"r5r P<0.01, df = 1).

As there were no annuar differences in the

fledging success from either

tr^¡o

chick broods or one chick broods, the

data for the 3 years were pooled for the following comparisons.

The probability of raising at least one young was the same for one-
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and tvro-chick broods (rx2 = 0"01, NS): at least one chick fledged from
60 of 66 two-chick broods and 41 of 46 one-chick broods (Tabte 13).

Therefore brood size did not affect whether a pair successfully raised

a single offspring.
significantly

However, the probability of losing a chick

was

higher in two-chick broods than one-chick broods (x2 =

L7.3, P<0.0I, df = 1).

Forty-one of 66 two-chick broods l_ost one or

more young, whereas only 5 of 46 one-chick broods lost young (Table

13).

Most pairs which were successful in hatching young were also successful

in raising at least one to fledging stage (rig.

" onl_y r0B (ll of
rr2) fail-ed to do so, and initiar- brood size was of no importance ¡x2 =
0.09r NS). Therefore it was evident that brood size had no effect on
the capabilities of adult

common

13)

Loons to raise one offspring and

no

effect on the survivar of a singte brood member. As the majority of
chick mortalities occurred through the Loss of one chick from two chick
broods, it was obvious that the presence of a sibling places one chick,

but not bothr at a disadvantage. the survival of one was almost ensured.
Fledging success in rel-ation to brood size is shown in Tabl-e 14 for

loon species. Mortality rates differed significantly

among

the species

.)

(4'= 22.75L, P((0.01, df = 2)t being highest in the Red-throated

Loon

and lowest in the common Loon. Most of this difference arose from

species differences in mortality which occurred in two chick broods
)
(x'= 10.530, P<0.01, df = 2)ì although this trend was also evident in
one chick broods, differences were not significant
When

(q2 = L.632, NS).

the 3 species were compared further, there were no differences in

3

No"

t0

1

11
L2
1

2

1
0

03115

1

rg73

Hatched No. Fledqed

2

18

I

13

rg74

3

5

6

18

1975

No. of Broods

6

ãÈ

25

4L

Tota1

Table 13. Fledging success of common Loons in rel_ation to
brood size at hatching.

\o

Loon

(Present study)

Common Loon

(Davis L972)

Arctic

Red-throated Loon
(Davis 1972)

Species

Total

1

LT2

66
46

53

Total
2

31
22

42
16
SB

1

2
I
Totat

Brood Size
At Hatchino

25

,:

:
I

Z
_
3

No.

35
76

4I

11

5

6

7

0. 71

0.64
0"89

0.64

"77

5

38

0.60
o

2

0.38

0.35
0.56

2T

t6
7
23

brood size.

I7

23
9
32

Fl_edqed

Table 14' Fledging success among the Gaviidae in relation
to initial

ts
o
O
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their ability

to raise at reast one young from a two chick brood (N2 =

3.175, NS), but differences existed in their ability

to raise both

from two-chick broods (x2 = 9,368, p<0.01, df - 2).

Both chicks

from only 7z of Red-throated Loon broods, and from 3gg of

broods" Thus the species do not differ in their ability
single young, regardless of initial- brood size,

young

fJ-edged

common Loon

to raise

a

but do differ in their

ability

to raise two young" These differences probably reflect variations in feeding strategies (see Davis I912).

vi.

Fledqinq

Little
juvenile

information is available on the time of first

common

flight

by

Loons. The fledging period is an estimated 10 weeks

(Mcrntyre !975t ol-son and Marshall 1952, wilson Lg2g), based on suspected

first

flights.

common Loons

are probabry

capabl_e

of flight at 7 to

g

weeks of age, as are yel-l-ow-birled Loons (sage LgTr), but l_oons of any

age rarely fly on the breeding areas and flights

are

seLdom observed"

rn r974' family break-up coincided with fall departure by adurts.
Adults vacated their territories separately and abandoned the young"
when abandoned the chicks were as young as 10 weeks of age, but usualJ_y

ranged from l-1 to l-3 weeks. The young did not remain on their territor-

iesr but moved freery about the lake, associating often with other
young" Mcrntyre (1975) observed that some juveniles moved to other lakes
and established feeding territories, but this was not apparent on Hanson
Lake" Juveniles had not left Hanson Lake by the time observations ended (october 3), but frights by juveniles were observed

r02

frequently during the last week in September. Four juveniles which

were

recorded daily in a smal1 bay beginning on 24 September were present on

3 October when observations ceased.

12" FALL DEPARTURE

Adults began to leave Hanson Lake in late August. but fittl-e decline
was evident until the second week of september. Birds departed singly,

rather than in pairs, and one bird usually remained 2 or 3 days longer
than its mate. îhis suggests that pair bonds are not maintained over

winter, an observation supported by Mclntyre (1975) who observed mainly
unpaired birds on AtLantic wintering areas.

i.

Flockinq behavior

Prior to departure, small- groups of loons (3 to 22 birds) assembled on
neutraL centraf areas of Hanson Lake. Mid-summer aggregating by

Common

Loons is thought to be pre-migratory behavior involving birds which

faifed to produce young (Nero r9j2, Rand 1948), but the breeding status
of fLocking birds has not been confirmed. on Hanson Lake,
adults were l-ess comnonly on their territories

broodl_ess

during Late

summer surveys

than were adul-ts which raised young (Table 15). Broodless adults also

left the lake earlier, and by mid-September only adults with chicks remained (Table 15).

In August, older juveniles were often not accompanie,i

by their parents, but at least one adult (usually both) was present with-

in the territory

until- young r¡¡ere abandoned. Therefore most individual-s

in late sunmer aggregations coul-d only have been those unsuccessful in

(13-14 Sept.

III

)

(6 Sept.

II

)

(2? Aug.

r

)

32

24

35

Territories

3

6

15

Both
one

11

1

No

Territories with Broods

Both
one

L4

4

No

Territories without Broods

Table 15. Changes in the distribuLion of adult Common Loons
on Hanson Lake during fall departure Ln I974.

0. 3t

L"29

1.49

Adurts per

H
(t

r04

the breeding effort"

ii.

Pattern of departure

Observations from 3 late-summer surveys in l-974 have been summarized

in Table 15" on 27 August (survey r)

25È

of the

summer

resident popula_

tion was absent frorn the surveyed area (Table 15). The proportion of
absent birds which had actually teft the lake \,¿as uncertain, as some were
tikely

among open

water fl-ocks and returned to their territories

at dusk.

Aggregations of as many as 22 birds were dispersed throughout the l-ake

during Survey I.
distribution

Survey rr (6 September) showed littl-e

change in adul-t

(Table 15). However, as no aggregations of more than

adul-ts were observed during Survey II,

4

it was evident that many had l_eft

the l-ake by that time. Thirty-five percent of the surveyed popuJ-ation
was absent. Survey III

(13 and 14 September) showed most adults were

gone (Table 15), having departed during the second week of september.
The l-ast day of departure was not determined as further surveys were not
conducted until 24 September, but during t0 days of observation from

24

September to 3 october, no adult loons were observed on Hanson Lakeo

Common

Loons breeding in the northeastern United States started to de-

part in late August and early september (Mcrntyre Lg7s, pal_mer rg4g) |
similar to Hanson Lake" However Mcrntyre (Ig75) observed a more gradual
departure than seen aL Hanson Lake, as some adults remained until

Novem-

ber when Lakes started to freeze. Thus the period of departure by adults
on Hanson Lake was much compressed.

l-0 5

V.

ANNUAL PRODUCTTON AND HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

Hanson Lake served as breeding

population of

Common

Hanson Lake provided

habitat for a stabl_e,

dense

Loons. Characteristic of Boreal Forest 1akes,
a rel-atively stable habitat,

The Common Loon is

a

terminal consumer in an aquatic food chain, and is morphorogically specialized as an underwater predator of fish (Barr rgi3, Gier 1952,
Schorger

1947

t l{iLcox

1952)

.

Because the loon occupies a specialized feeding niche, stabitity

of

the breeding population is dependent partly upon a relatively uniform annual
food supply. Although lakes in the Precambrian Shield have low limnetic

productivity (Ialetzel r9i5), they provide a stable prey population for
loons" As the species shows territorial- affinity from year to year
(Mcrntyre r974t Yonge and seary unpubl. data) and is incapabre of effec-

tive Locomotion on l-and, popuration stability
unchanging nesting habitat"

also depends in part on an

Precambrian ShieLd l-akes generally have con-

voluted shorel-ines and relatively uniform water l-evels, thus offering
diversity of stabl_e potential nest sites on shore.
l.

a

Breedinq Performance

An average of 49 young l-oons fledged from Hanson Lake each year

(Table 16). A mean of 0.54 young per pair successfully reached fledging

stage (Table 16). This estimate was biased low by 1975 in which reduced
production resulted from the removal- of several eggs for pesticide
studies (Section rv.l0).

Production of 0.61

16

' Annual production to fledging of

0.61
0.25

Per individual in population

48

0"28

0.64

58

0

"20

0"39

40

"7

0

"24

0.54

4g

Loons in the Hanson Lake population.

Number Fledged younq

common

Per nesting pair (observed nests only)

By population per year

Comparison

Table

H

o

Or

L07

to 0"64 young per nesting pair observed in 1973 and 1974, respectively
(Table 16) r is probably more typical of

Common

Loon breeding performance

in the Boreal- Forest.

An average of 0.24 young fledged for each adul-t in the Hanson Lake

population (Table 16), Production per adul_t was higher on Mcrntyrers
(1975) Minnesota study area, where chick mortarity was low. Ad-

justing Mclntyre's (1975) production statistic

with the chick mortality

rate observed on Hanson Lake yierded a value of 0.25 young per adult.
Thus excluding habitat-related differences in fledging success, production wouLd have been the same in the two populations. A mean of o.z5
fledged young per adult loon per year appears to be normal for this
spec i es .

1.

Pro,luction and nestinq chronol_oqv

Although the duration of the nesting period was lengthy, not al_l
stages of nesting contributed equarly to chick production. clutches
commenced

during a period of about 40 days, but 5gg of the young which

fledged were from cl-utches initiated during the first
The contribution from the first

I0 days of laying.

l0 days reflected seasonal variation

in break-up, being most important (70? of young) in 1975 when spring
was early (Table 17).

The l-ast l0 days of laying contributed little

to annual production.

Seventeen percent of the chick population hatched frorn replacement

cl-utches (Table 17) " Renesting, which contributed less than 10g to

4

0. 56

Ini tial

All

Replacement

Initial

All
0.55
0,03
0. 58

0"70
0"04
0.74

In i tial
Replacement

All

0.06
0.62

Replacement

.10

"27

0.05
0.26

0.2r

0.22

0.r2

0

0

0.27
0,00

0.24
0"04
0.28

II-20

of ClutcL

0.07
0.07
0.14

0.00
0.04
0.04

0.05
0.06
0 .11

0"17
0.11
0.28

2L-30

Commencement

Values represent proportions of annual chick production"

Total

197 s

r97

All

0.38
0.00
0.38

Ini ti al

1973

Replacement

Cl-utch

Year

Day

0.00
0.02
0.02

0"00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0,00
0.00

0.00
0.06
0.06

Table 17" Contribution to chick production (at hatching) from nesting stages
and clutch typesl. May 21 was Day 1 of nesLing.

0"83
0.17
r"00

0.80
0"20
1.00

1" 00

0.I2

0.88

"2L
1. 00

0

0.79

Total-

@

F
O
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annual production in Lhe Black Duck (Anas rubripes) was considered impor-

Lant in maintaining population level-s in that species (Stotts and Davis

" Considering that the contribution from replacement clutches was
much higher in common Loons (a less fecund species), renesting probably
1960)

plays a major role in maintaining population level-s in loons, even though
the hatching success from replacement clutches was reratively low.
i i.

Lake level-s

Although the level of Hanson Lake was rel-atively constant (Section

II.2) r even smal-l fl-uctuations created marked changes in shoreline. For
example, a l-0 cm rise in water atong a shoreline with a 20o slope would

flood 29

cm

upshore. Thus a loon nest originalry touching the water

would then be largely surrounded by û'¿¡sr and have the eggs partly

flooded. Although minor flooding alone would seldom

damage

the

eggs

(Tullett and Board L977), flooding reduces the effectiveness
of the shorel-ine and the nest rim as a buffer to wave action.
majority of nests were within 30

cm

of water, a 10 cm rise in

As the
Lake

leve1s woul-d eliminate the washout protection of most nests.

Although the influence of l-ake l-evels on breeding activity

1vas un-

c1ear, nesting events on Hanson Lake coincided closely with the period
of

maximum

water level st.ability.

The l-evel of the l-ake stabil-ized

rapidly following ice-off each spring, and remained constant until- late
June (Fis. 22) " Levels then rose abruptly from late June to early July
each year due to increased rainfaLl.
rncreased rainfall occurred annually
during this period as shown by

mean

dairy precipitation during the l0

1t0

Figure 22. Duration of nesting activities
and mean daily precipitation.
shown

relative to lake levels
precipitation revels

are means of 5 day intervaLs for 10 years pre_

ceding this study (Canada D. of T. 1963 to 1973).
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years prior to this study (FiS. 22). Therefore the early sujnmer rise in
lake levels was a regular event, one to which birds coul-d adapt.

AlI nestingr and most importantly all nest-site sefection, occurred
within the period of greatest lake Level stability (Fig. 22). Further_
more' each year rnore than 508 of chicks hatched prior to the annual rise
(Fis. 22) - rt appeared that nesting was synchronized with the annual

lake l-evel cycle, and that the reproductive effort was concentrated within the optimum period for nesting. Fluctuating water leveLs possibly
contributed to the end of nesting" The fact that Lake l-evels fl-uctuated
briefly following break-up may also have retarded the onset of laying in
earry years (Fis. 22). The effects of varying phenology, which were stirl
evident at the end of the hatching period (Fig. 22), apparently exerted
more influence on nesting chronorogy than did the water r-evel cycre.
2.

Common

Loon Ds,lmoqraphv

The common Loon is best adapted to a predictabr-e habitat.
was synchronous and regular from year to year.

Nesting

clutch size was fixed

and annual production was constant. There was considerable parental investment in brood-rearing resulting in sl-ow uniform recruitment, These

attributes are characteristic of K-sel-ected species (MacArthur
Wilson 1967 | pianka 1972)

and

"

Rickl-efs (I972) defined the parameters necessary for constructing
a life table. our present knowLedge of common Loon demography contains
many gapsr

particularly with respect to annual recruitment and age-

IL2

specific fecundity (McIntyre 1975). As present techniques do not permit
clearer definition of these paramet,ers, formulation of a life table for
l-oons must be based in part on inferences. The foll-owj-ng discussion of

clutch size and recruitment may reduce some of these gaps.

i"

C1utch gize

ft was apparent in the Hanson Lake popuLation that there was no variation in crutch size, yet it has been shown (Table t3) that fledging
success from one-chick broods (89?) was much higher than from two chick

broods (642) " How then, do

common Loons

egg clutch? As aLl- initial

clutches had two e99s, and as al_l_ one-chick

benefit by producing a two-

broods originated from two-egg cl-utches, there appears to be no mechan-

ism for variability

or change. In spite of a reduced fledging

rate, pairs with two-chick broods produced more young by virtue of a
larger initial brood size. pairs which hatched two young raised 1.2g
young per pair,whereas those which hatched one young raised 0.g9 per

pairr thus the larger cLutch size would retain a sel-eclive advantage.
There is no record of

common

Loons raising more than two young, but as

rearing two chicks apparently taxes the capabil_ities of the parents
(Davis L972), it is unlikely that three young could be reared.

ii"

Recruitment and fitness

Fledging success is the only recruitment statistic

availabl-e for

loons" Assuming no post-fledging mortaliLy, the population on
Lake wou1d replace itsei.f every four years (Table 16)
"

On

Hanson

the other hand,
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it is assumed that the aduLt mortality rate is low and the recruitment
rate is slow" At reast one summer (and possibly more) is spent as a sub_
adult on wintering areas (Palmer

1962)

of Low recruitment (Lack 1966). AduLt

r ând delayed maturity is evidence
common Loons

encountered no regular

depredation on any breeding areas studied to date, and Mcfntyre (r975)
found no evidence of natural mortarity on coastar wintering areas.

Gaviids are considered to be long-lived.

Arctic Loons banded

as

adurts have been recovered r-6 and 22 years later (schüz rg57). Nirsson
(7977) extrapolated from banding records to estimate a l-ifespan
of over
30 years in Arctic Loons' Mcrntyre (1975) suggested conservatively
a tifespan of 15 to 30 years in common Loons. Regardl-ess of the
rongevity, produc-

tion to fledging on Hanson Lake far exceeded the capacity for recruitment
into the breeding popuration, Thus post-fledging mortality in the juven_
iLe and perhaps subadult stages must be high.
Recoveries of birds banded as pre-fredged juveniJ_es support this:

three of nine juveniles banded on their natal territories
recovered as mortal-ities during their first

in 1974

were

winter (Mcïntyre rgis).

rn

spite of the smal-I sample, this suggests that mortarity in juvenire
l-oons
must be very high, considering that generally few banded birds
are recovered at death.

Davis (I972) has shown the constraints placed on production by food
supply' and demonstrated how specialized parental and chick behaviors
insured survival of at least one young when food was limited.
Feeding
in loons is a specialized behavior for which efficiency improves
with
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learning; lengthy parental investment is required to al-row young loons
to

become

proficient feeders (Barr 1973). Food

supp]_y rnay

Loon density; presumably the J-arge breeding territory

limit

common

is a spacing

mech-

anism which ensures adequate resources both for raising a brood and for

sustaining the adults.

Thus food availabirity,

partry a reflection of

foraging efficiency, could be a major selective force through atl stages
of the life cycre. This selective pressure would act most strongi_y on
younger individual_s with less foraging experience.

Given a high post-fledging mortality rate, and a major role to feed-

ing efficiency in bal-ancing recruitnent to mortality, the relative fitness
of young at fledging would be the most important factor in determining
survival to maturity.

Although fledging success was not affected either

by hatching date or, after 3 weeks of age, by brood size (section rv.lL),
those factors may have infl-uenced survival to breeding age. rn other

species, late hatched young have higher rnortality rates (Lack Lg66t perrins 1965). rn the $anx Shearwater (Puffinus puffinus) a greater proportion
of early hatched and early fledged young returned to the colony to breed
(Perrins l-966). This pattern was aLso evident in the pied Flycatcher
lricediTa hgpoheuca) (von Haartman 1967). Late-hatching Herring
Gull-s experienced excessive post-fledging mortality as juveniles

(Nisbet and Drury 1972).

rn juvenile loonsr agê and body weight may provide a rough neasure
of rel-ative fitness. At any given time, late-hatched juveniles are
youngert younger individuals are rel_atively inexperienced
and therefore Less likery sel-ected. within a brood the younger chick

1l_ 5

encounters a hteight disadvantage which is probably maintained through

fledging (Davis L972)r ând as such is less fit and l-ess Ìikely selected.
In terms of fitness, late-hatched young face a competitive disadvantage
within their age c1ass.

rn terms of energetics, it is unJ-ikely that incubation imposes a
major stress on adults. otherwíse the prolonged incubation of inviabl-e
eggs (section rv.7) would have been reduced. Therefore, although l_ate
cLutches are l-ess like]y to produce individuals which wil-l be recruited

into the breeding population, the smaLl investment into l-ate cl-utches is
outweighed by the potential gain.

Recreational and Commercial- Effects on Loons

Loons and human activities

are usualry regarded as

incompatabl_e

(vermeer 1973b), and recent concern has arisen following apparent de-

clines in

common Loon abundance

such declines are difficuLt

on recreational and comrnercial waterways.

to verify as past records are seldom avail--

able for comparison. rndeed popuration decl-ines have occurred in some
regions, particurarly in southern ontario (Barr, pers. comm.), but as
yet these do not appear widespread. where isl-ands for nesting were
numerous, densities on other northern Saskatchewan lakes were comparabl-e
to Hanson Lake (G.Anweiler, unpubl.) and gave no cause for concern
about loons in that region.

Although

common Loon

populations appear healthy across much of the

northern breeding range, high density al-one is insufficient

grounds on
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which to dismiss the species as endangered. As a terminar_ consumer
in
an aquatic food chain, and as a primarily K-selected species, the

common

Loon is vulnerab]e to subtre changes in the quality of its environment.

1.

i^later qual_itv

Piscivorous birds are first

to suffer the toxic effects of indus-

trial

or agricultural- chemicaLs in water systems (Fimreite 1974). The
sublethal- effects of waterborne contaminants can be equally as
damaging
as the direct inviability
pointed out that in

of eggs (Jeffries Lg13). Mcrntyre (1975:

comrnon

200)

Loons the "insidious chemical effects that

delay breeding or cause premature death wirr- have a greater long
range
effect than thin eggsherls and increased embryonic mortarity,,.
All egg contents or tissue samples from common Loons taken in
Alberta (vermeer 1973a), saskatchewan (Fox et aJ., 19go), oxtario
(J' Barr, unpubr.), Minnesota (Mcrntyre IgTst Ream

1976) and New Hampshire

(sutcl-iffe L978) contained significant organochl-orine
level-s. However, as
levels in Ar-berta and saskatchewan sampres were row, it is assumed
that
most northern popul-ations are not seriously affected at present. As
most
northern habitats remain free from commercial developments, loons seldom
encounter industrial contamination on their breeding areas, but there is

potential for contacting toxic chemicar-s on wintering areas or
during
migration. Thus high quality breeding habitat does not ensure a .realthy
population.

LLl

ii.

Lake leve! stabilitv

The stability

of water l-evel-s is an important criterion for nest-

ing success (Desgranges and Laporte I97gt Merrie IgTg). The observation
that nesting on Hanson Lake coincided with the period of maximum stability
supports this (Fis. 22). rn the spring of 1975, high water in the English
River system in ontario covered nest sites used by loons in previous years
and caused a 6 week del-ay in nesting (Barr, pers. comm.). rn 1974, a small
sudden rise in water levels terminated nesting on Hanson Lake that year.
Heavy Common Loon mortality from botulism on Lake Michigan in 1963 was attri-

buted to eutrophication arising from a sharp drop in lake level (Kaufmann and Fay 1964, Rosen

I97f).

Because of the loon's sensitivity

to water

levels, the impoundment or diversion of inland waters coul-d severelv reduce
annual production by Common Loons.
iii.

Water claritv
Land clearing operations may contribute indirectl_y to J_ocaL de-

clines in populations. Loons capture most prey under water, and l_ocate
prey visually. Therefore water clariÇy is essential- for efficient foraging.
Although loons establ-ished territories on shallow turbid waters in Minnesota, turbid waters deeper than 3

m were

not occupied (Mcrntyre

1975)

¡

turbidity reduced light penetration which in turn restricted foraging
efficiency. Uncontrolled clearing of watershed basins which increases
surface drainage and increases the silt

and organic l-oad of the water-

ways, wil-l- affect the foraging efficiency of loons and make favorabl-e
breeding habitat uninhabitable"
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iv.

Recrgational- use of lakes

l'{clntyre (l-975) examined

some responses

by

Common

Loons to habitat

changes induced by man. She was concerned mainly wÍth the behavioral

adaptability of the bird in habitats subjected to recreational development. Loons on l-akes with heavy recreational- use occupied onty the remote areas of those lakes, and seldom nested or foraged near developed

shorelines (McÏntyre 1975). She also found significantly

fewer adults

on her high-use study area, although production per pair was higher

there than on adjacent l-akes which had l-ow recreational pressure.

The responses of loon populations to intense recreational use of

lakes are uncl-ear. Repeated nesting failure due to recreation may lead
to the abandonment of territories.

Recreation could cause nesting fail-

ures in several- ways. Prolonged angting or camping activity,

inadver-

tently near nests' may disrupt incubation and stress the embryo or allow
discovery of the nest by predators. Although embryos of most aquatic birds

.are tolerant to cooling, overheating in sunright may be a serious mortal-ity factori as eggs are incubated at temperatures close to the upper
lethál timit,

brief exposure to direct sunlight can raise the internal

temperature above this limit

(Drent 1973). As l-oons generall-y leave the

nest when boats approach, a brief intrusion on a territory

could result

in clutch failure.

Power-boating presents the greatest recreation-based threat to

loon reproduction on a local scale. Virtually all nests are vulnerabl-e
to washout, as loons are structuralry maladapted for rand and are
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restricted to nesting adjacentbwater. But given this timitation,

selec-

tion has favoured birds which chose protected nest sites where the potential- for washout was l-ow (Section IV"5).

trnlashout from wave

action is

minimized by nesting on shores which face proximate mainland, rather than
open expanses (Fig. 11).

Washout from rising water is minimized by nest-

ing during the period of greatest water leve] stability

(Fis. 22). yet

under the l-imitation of nesting at water, few nests coul-d be protected

from the wave action of passing boats. The wake from a boat may crest

at 40 or 50 cm, a height sufficient to wash out most nests, and slow

mov-

ing boats generate the largest wake, Thus nests on is1and shores protected from natural- wave action by proximaLe mainland are still

vulnerable

to washout from boats. As boats have unrestricted mobility on water,
their wakes can reach normally sheltered shores from any direction.

Loons

coul-d avoid washout from boats by learning to nest farther from water, but

this is unlikely due to their structural specialization.

Therefore it is

unlikely that the effects of washout from boats could be reduced
natural- sel-ection operating on choice of nest-sites.

Brood success, on the other hand, is probably litt1e

creational activities.

by

affected by re-

The family unit is extremely mobile on the terr-

itory once the young have left the nest, and they avoid areas of

human

activity and interactions with man seldom occur. Interactions with
family groups at close range may contribute slightly to chick mortai-ity.
when approached the adults and young separate and the young find refuge

in weedbeds or along shorelines. Whíl-e separated the young are more vul-nerabLe to aerial and underwater predatorsr and gu1ls quickly cue to the

L20

distraction behavior of loons under these circumstances.

Common

Loons and the recreational use of l-akes are by no means in-

compatable" Probably the largest lakes have few breeding l-oons as windinduced seiches cause frequent water levet fl-uctuations and make shore-

l-ines unstabl-e as nesting sites.

Such l-akes are suitable for recreation

without interfering with loon reproduction. Boaters and anglers can

al-so

be encouraged to minimize their impact on loon production by reducing

activity near islands and channels during May and June. The wil-derness
that loons are traditionally

thought to require is not so much a requisite

of their habitat as a refLection of it.
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Appendix I"

The

distribution of

The distribution

comrnon

of territories

Loon

territories on Hanson Lake.

is shown separately for each year.

Territory Limits were determined by charting the location of afl_ birds
observed on the lake duríng May and June each year. Each territory
numbered

to correspond with the pair number occupying that territory.

The charted territories

encompass

the areas over which birds

positioned in the course of normal- daily activities.
itories of
some

is

some

territories

were

In fact the terr-

pairs may have extended beyond the limits observed, thus
perhaps represent only minimum activity

areas. On the

other hand, conspecifics were not always excluded from periphera1 activity areas, thus stringently defended areas may actually be somewhat
smaLler than shown. observations during this study support Barrrs (pers.
conm.) opinion that defended areas vary with date, tirne of day, breed-

ing status and stage of the reproductive cycle.
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Appendix II.

Multidimensional contingency table analyses of hatching
success in rel-ation to four variabl-es"

Fienberg (1970) developed procedures for partitioning chi-square to
assess simple and interactive effects in multidimensional contingency

tables.

His analysis and notation has been followed here"

Eggs of known fate (n = 36I) were classed according to four variables

in a four-way contingency table (Table A-1). Variables Ar = 2r Bs = 3r
CE = 2, and Du
= 2 were fater year, stage of nesting and clutch type, respectively, where subscripts denote the number of l-eve1s assigned to

each

variabl-e. Levels for variables A, B and D are sel-f-evident (Table A-2).
For variabl-e C, early clutches (Ck= f) were those

commenced

on or

before Day 20 of nesting (9 June); those commenced thereafter were considered fate cfutches (C¡ = 2).
A nested hierarchy of models was constructed around the four var-

iables (Table A-2). Each successive model included al-l terms of the
simpler one which preceded it.
among

the four factors.

Model-

Model-

I implies a mutuaÌ independence

II implies that, allowing for annual- diff-

erences in hatching success, all factors were independent. Modet III

implies conditional independence of A, C and D, given the.year.

ivlodel-

IV removes the year effect and in addition the effect of C on D,

and

implies Lhat hatching success $¡as independent both fron stage of nesting
and from cfutch type. ¡4odel V implies independence of hatching success
and stage of nesting given the year and clutch type.

Model-

VI implies

the presence of all- two-factor interactions, but no three-factor inter-

Table

A-1" counts of

eggs categorized by

Initial

Hatched

(Ai=t)

L973 (Bj=t)
I97

Failure (Ai=Z)

4

Clutch

lDr

four variabl-es

-r

I

(n=361),

Replacement Clutch (Dr-cl

)')

JJ

j=Z)

55

3

L97s (Bi=3)

40

U

I973 (Bj=t)

23

7974 (Bj=z)

37

0

1t

I97s (Bj=¡)

54

2L

24

(B

11

H
(¡,
Or

(e)

(n)r

(cD)nt

(AD)

,r +

(1) + (A). + (e)j + (c)n + (D)t + (es)ij + (Bc).k + (BD).1 + (CD)rt +

.k + (sD)jt +

VI

. + (e)j * (c)n + (D)t + (AB).. +
(Bc)

(1) + (A)i + (e)j + (c)t + (D)t + (eB)ij + (BC).k + (BD).1 + (CD)rr + (AD)ir

(BD)ir

V

+

(A)

(BC).k

(1) +

+ 1ae)ij +

TV

(D)1

(A)

(1) +

ÏIT

, + (s)j + (c)r +

(A)

(r) +
(c)r + (D)r + 1ae)ij

j * (c)r +

. + (s) j *

(I) + (A)i +

II

I

Table A-2" Nested hierarchy of models to describe hatching success of eggs.

(AC)ir

{

P
(t
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action.

Expected ceII estimates based on each of the models are given in

Table A-3" Kendal-l and Stuart (1973) recommend that disproportionate

contribution to d'2 from cel-ls with tow expected values be minimi zed by
following Yarnoldrs (1970) Iimitation that no expected cel-l- frequency

be

Less than 5p, where p is the proportion of ceLls with expectations less

than 5. Fienberg (1970) however used no such limitation in his procedure
as he v¡as concerned l-ess with fitting

modeJ-s

than with the magnitude of

differences between them. Thus in the present analysis mode]s having
cel-Ls with low expectations (<5p) did not complicate selection of the

best model' although in sone cases goodness-of-fit had to be interpreted

with caution (Table A-3). Therefore null hypotheses for goodness-of-fit
were not rejected unless p < 0.01.

For each model Wilksr (1935) Likelihood ratío chi-square statistic
was calcul-ated (Tab1e A-4).

Components

of the chi-square statistic

due

to differences between successive models represented the variation explained by those factors added to the model at each step of the hierarchy.
Moders r to rv were rejected as they fitted

the data poorly andtx?

well- exceeded the significance level (Tabte A-4). Model-s.V and VI on the

other hand fitted adequately and were accepted (Tab]e A-4). were it not
for an anomolous contribution to d,2 from cel1s with the small expectations, the fit of Models v and vr woutd have been improved.

139

Table A-3.

Ce11

i , j , k,1)

Observed cel1 frequencies (0) and expected
frequency estimates (E) used in calculating
LR x,2 for six models (Ì to VI) which describe
hatching success of eggs. Minimurn acceptabJ-e
cell- estimate (5 p) is given for each model_.
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Tabre A-4" Partitioning of the likelihood ratío chi-square
statistic for the data in Table e-l-.

I

I92.4

18

<<0 " 0l-

II
Difference between II and I

L70.7
2L.7

16

,

<<0.01_
<<0 " 01

IT]
Difference between III and II

150.4
20.3

I2

<<0.01
<0 .01

IV

32.2
LL3.2

11

<0.01

1

<<0 .01-

r9.0

10

Difference between IV and III
V

Difference between V and

TV

VT

Ðifference between VI and

13

"2

19.3
V

Tr

ivi aI

4

NS

1

<<0.01-

9

NS
NS

I

L4L

With the exception of Model VI, each successive model in the hÍerarchy yielded a better fit

to the data and the terms added at each step

explained significant variation (Table A-4).

significantly

among

Hatching success differed

years (difference between If and I), due mainly to

1975 as shown in Section IV.8.

Removal

of the year effect on the other

factors (difference between III and II) also explained significant variation.

This difference was due to annual shifts in peak laying (Section

IV.6).

The majority of the total- variation was due to the interaction

between stage of nesting and clutch type (difference between IV and III),
and was removed as a nuisance effect.

Model IV left only two interac-

tions not included: the effects of both clutch type and stage of nesting
on hatching successi those were the effects with which the analysis

was

primarily concerned.

Model V was a significant

improvement over Model- IV (Table A-4) and

the interaction between clutch type and hatching success was thus a realeffect.

Hatching success in replacement clutches was significantly

than in initial

variation.

clutches, irrespective of stage of nesting and of

lower
annual-

There was however, no further improvement under Moder vr,

implying that stage of nesting did not infLuence hatching success.
Given the crutch type, the probability of hatching for eggs laid early
and late in nesting was the same. Therefore l"lodel- V was accepted as

the best fit.

